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MEETINGS.
THE A珊UAL MEETING OF THE CORPO
the election of o撞cers and transaction
the fourth Tuesday of January, at 3 p.Ⅲ.
Of business, is held on
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES holds its annual meeting on
the first Tuesday of Februnry, and quarterty meetings on the
third Tuesday of Jan肌ry, Aprfl’Julyl and October, at 3 p.M. at
the Hospital. Special meetings are held by the direction of the
ⅢE ADⅥSORY COMMITTEES meet at the Hospital on
血e ca皿of也e Supe血tendent’Or Whenever necessary.
富HE MEDICAL BOARD holds its regular meetings on the
SeCOnd¥Thusday of each month. The February meeting is
the ` amunl meeting.
HOSP重曹AL LOCA
The Main Ho畠]匝al is on East (
Harrison Avenue and Albany Street) Boston.
The m鵬mity Department is at臆40 West Nowton Street,
The Children,s Depaftment (ClarE Ward) is at 12 East Br。。k_
line Streetl Boston.
TIle Out-Patient Department is at 75O Harrison Avenue,
betwe馳East Newton and East Concord Streets.
皿e Convalescent Ho皿e is at 240 SchooI Sdeet’Wa.tertoⅧ.
批e location for the new Hospital is on Centre Street and
Allandale Road, Ja皿aica Plain.
Telephone -P軸ate Branch Exchange (COmecting an de-
pa露皿e虹ts)珊e皿O皿t 350.
I
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ACT OF INCORPORATION.
COMMONWEALTII OF MASSACHUSETTS.
CHAPTER 411 oF∴THE AcTS OF 1855.
AN AcでTO INCORPORATE THE MASSACHUSETTS HoM①OPATHIC HospITAL.
Be虎e伽のed bγ履Se価の杉and House of尺eクγeSe肱aめes言n αnタグα裏
Co徹夜のSSe紛らわd, αnd by脇e α線ho毒iy of海sαme, aS枢乙o秒S:-
SECTION l. That Otis Clapp, John P. Jewett, Jacob Sleeper, Charles
B. Hall, George Bancroft, John D. Richardson, Adam W. Thaxter, Jr.,
Simop G. Cheever, Otis Tufts, Robert L. Robbins, and James Demie,
Jr., and their associates and successors, are hereby made a corporation
by the na,me Of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital, With all
the powers and privileges, and如bject to all the duties, 1iabilities, and
restrictions set forth in the forty-fourth chapter of the Revised Statutes ;
Said hospital to be located in Boston・
SECT. 2. Said corporation may take and receive, bold, PurChase,
and possess, Of and from a11 and any person or persons disposed to a‘id
the benevolent purpose of this institution any devises and grants of
lands and tenements. in fee simple and otherwise, and any donations
and bequests of money or other property’tO be used and improved for
the erection, SuPPOrt, and maintenance of a hospital for ′Sick persons.
SECT. 3. The property to be holden by said corpora,七ion shall not
exceed in value two hundred thousand dollars, O童which one-half may
be in real estate.
SECT. 4. Said corporation may establish by-la,WS and rules for the
govemment and regulations of its a鮮a,ir§’and may provide therein
for the election of such o航cers as may be thought proper.
SECT. 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
A夕クγOUed May 19, 1855・
CHAPTER 26 oF THE AcTS OF 1884.
AN AcT TO AuTHORIZE THE MASSACHUSETでS HoMCEOPATHIC HospITAL
TO HOI,D ADDITIONAI, REAL AND PERSONAL EsでATE.
Beあemded by海Se棚タe αnd House oナ尺eクγeSenタα寂倍S言n Geneγαき
Cou毎のSSembわd, αnd by海の脇hor砂Oi海sαme, aSヂO掬的S:
SECTION l. The Massachusetts Homasopa,thic Hospital is authOr-
ized, for the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, tO hold pt`OP-
erty to the amount of six hundred thousand dollars, Of which one-haIf
may be in real estate.
SECT. 2. This act shall take e箇ect upon its passage.
Aタタγのed Feb. 18, 1884・
3CHÅPTER 358 0FでHE AcTS OF 1890.
AN AcT IN’FAVOR OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HoM優OPATHIC HospITAI,.
Be虎emcied by脇e Sende α脇d Ho郷e?f尺eク循Seniaii紡S言n Generaき
Cα鋤わassembZed, and by αuiho轟きy o声巌sa脇e,勝ioきめ0IS:
SECTION l. There shall be allowed and paid out of the treasury of
the Commonwea’1th a sun not exceeding one hundred and twenty
thousand dollars in aid of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital’
a charitable corporation, Organized under the laws of this Common-
Wealth and located in the City of Boston江o be expended by the Trus-
tees thereof, for the purpose of building and fumishing an additiop to
the present building, Or for building a new building for the general
PurPOSeS Of sa,id Hospital.
SECT. 2. In consideration of the grant provided for in Secti6n one,
the Trustees of the Massa,Chusetts Homceopathic Hospital shall pro-
Vide for a representa,tion on血eir boa,rd of five members, tO be appointed
by the Govemor with the advice and consent of the Council, during
the present year, aS follows: tWO for three years, tWO for two years,
and one for one year; and at the expiration of their respective terms
Of service appointment shall be made for a term of three years; and in
further consideration thereof the said Hospital shall forever ma,intain
not less than twenty free beds.
SECT. 3. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital shall accept
and comply with the provisions of this act to the satisfaction of the
Govemor and Comcil, Within thirty days from its passage.
SECT. 4. All bills for expenditures underthis act shall be presented
to the Auditor o青the Commonwealth for approval, and certified to
the Govemor and Council in the same manner as other claims against
the Commonwealth; PrOVided that no larger sum than sixty thousand
dollars shall be paid during the year eighteen hundred and ninety.
SECT. 5. This act sha11 take effect upon its passage.
Aタグ0のりd J調e 3, 1890.
CHAPTER 45 oF∴THE AcTS OF 1891.
AN AcT TO AuTHORIZE T霞E MASSACHUSETTS HoMCEOPATHIC HospITAI,
TO HoLD ADPITIONAL PROPERTY.
Be虎e郷cied by破Sem霧e ond Ho郷e Oi Represeniaめes言n CeneγαZ
Couγ雷のsse卿b‡ed, αnd by脇の揚hoγdy o声巌sαme,倣弾め粉S:
SECTION l・ The Ma,SSaChusetts Homceopathic Hospital is author-
ized’for the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, tO hold prop-
erty to the amount of one million two hundred thousand do11ars.
SECT. 2. This act sha11 take effect upon its passage.
A夕クγ0ひed Ma章ch 6, 1891.
4CHAPTER 98 oF∴THE AcTS OF 1898.
AN AcT TO AuTIIORIZE TH雷MASSACHUSETTS HoM偶OPATHIC HospITAI‘
TO IIOLD PROPERTY TO TIIE AMOUNT OF TIIREE MII‘I‘ION DoI‘LARS・
Be窃e胸cまed by履Semie and Ho郷e Oヂ尺eク榔e頑d寂S言n Geneγαき
C。防毒のSem部ed, αnd by ihe a寂hoγ砂0声加same,餌籾夢のS :
sBCTION l. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is bereby
authorized, for the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation・ tO
hold property to an a,mOunt nOt exCeeding three milliofl dollars・
SECで. 2. This act chall take effect upon its passa,ge.
Aタグ0ひed Feb・ 24, 1898・
CHAPTER 137 oF∴THE AcTS OF 1898.
AN AcT TO AuTHORIZE TIIE HoM①OPATHIC MEDICAI‘ DISPENSARY TO
TRANSFER ITS FuNDS AND PROPERTY TO THE MASSAcHUSEでTS
Be 。 enのきed by海Semie and House of Reタ移Sen勃es膏Ge言の~
Co紡餌Sem部ed, Ond by αuめ楊y of海sαme, αSナ0陶砂S:
sECTION l. The Homceopathic Medical Dispensary・ incorporated
by Chapter one hundred and ninety-One Of the acts of the year eighteen
h皿dred and紙y-Six, and the trustees thereof・ are hereby authorized
to tra,nSfer, aSSign’Set OVer, and convey all the funds and property
now or hereafter held by it or them for the charitable purposes of said
dispensary, tO the Massachusetts Homceopa,thic Hospital, incorporated
by Chapter four hundred and eleven o士the acts of the year eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, and said Massachusetts Homceopathic Hos-
pital is hereby authorized to receive and accept the same, and to hold,
mamage, uSe, and dispose of the same as the trustees of the said hos-
pita,1 may from time to time deem best for the ful創ment of the chari・
table purposes of a dispensary.
SECT, 2. This act shall take e鱈ect upon its passage.
Aタグ0。ed March 3, 1898・
O範cers of the Hospital, 19O7.
JoHN C. HAYNES.
Sp亙NCER W. R重CHARDSON.
TA|,BOT ALDRICH.
EzRA H. BAKER.
JAMES B. BEI,L, M.D.
EvERETT W. BuRDETT.
J. _WILKINSON CLAPP, M.D.
B. PRESTON CLARK.
MARQUIS F. DICKINSON.
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK.
HENRY S. GREW, 2d.
SAMUEL P. MANDELL.
EDWARD H. MASON.
WII.しIAM TAGGARD PIPER.
Jo鱒N P. SuTHERI,AND, M.D.
GEORGE H. LEONARD.
WAI.TER WESSELHOEFT, M.D.
富重録stees.
ANDREW G. WEBSTER.
WILl,IAM F. W貰ITTEMORE.
HENRY BIGELOW WILLIAMS.
MRS. THOMAS BAILEY AI,DRICH.
MRS. FRANCIS R. ALLEN.
MISS HELEN CoI,I,AMORE.
MR . CosTELLO C. CoNVERSE.
DR. ALMENA J. FLINT.
MRS. A. S. FosTER.
MRS. JoHN C. HAYNES.
MISS IsABELI,A F. KEYES.
MRS. GEORGE D. TYSON.
MRS. ALFRED S. WooDWORTH.
6Finance Co皿mittee.
C鱒ARI,ES R. CoDMAN.　　　　　SpENCER W・ RICHARDSON.
HENRY S. GREW, 2d.
Co皿mittee of Ways and Means・
EzRA H. BAKER.　　　　　　　HENRY BIGELOW WII‘LIAMS.
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK.　　　　MRS. F. R. ALLEN.
WILLIAM F. WHITTEMORE.　　　MRS. GEORGE D・ TYSON.
SAMUEL P. MANDELL.
Com皿ittee on :No皿inations.
CHARI,ES R. CoDMAN.　　　　　HENRY BIGEI‘OW WILしIAMS・
B. PRESTON CI,AkK.　　　　　　MRS. THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH.
M・ F. DICKINSO斗
Visiting Co皿mittees from Feb. 1) 19O7! tO Feb. 11 1908.
1907.
Feb. MRS. HAYNES, MR. BAKER.
Mar. MRS. CoNVERSE, MR. WATSON.
Apr. MRS・ WooDWORTH’MR. GREW.
May MISS KEYES, MR. PRESTON.
Jlme MR. CoLBURN, MR- WEBSTER.
Sept. MR. HEDGES・ MR. ALDRICH.
Oct.　MR. DICKINSON, MR. BuRDETT.
Nov. MRS. ALLEN, MR. WILLIAMS, MR. WHITTEMORE.
Dec. MRS. FosでER, MR. MANDELL.
1908.
Jan. MRS・ TYSON, MR. HARRIS・
Each visitor is expected to v壬sit at least twice during the month
a.ssigned, and oftener if possible: tO regis七er in the visiting boo長and
to report any suggestions to the Hospital Committee.
Advisory Co皿mittees・
Hosタi融Deタaわmeni.
GEORGE H. LEONARD.　　　　　MRS. THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH.
WILLIAM TAGGARD PIPER.　　　MISS HELEN CoLLAMORE.
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK.
Mαまeγn砂Deタaγimeni.
B. PRESTON CLARK.　　　　　　MRS. C. C. CbNVERSE.
MRS. FRANCIS R. AI,LEN.　　　　DR. ALMENA J. FLINT.
TALBOT ALDRICH.
EzRA H. BAKER.
EDWARD H. MASON.
0揚-Pa寂e海Deクのわme履.
DR. JoHN P. SuTHERLAND.
DR. J. WILKINSON CLAPP.
DR. ALMENA J. FLINT.
7Superintendent.
WII,LIAM O. MANN, M.D.
Assistant to Superintendent.
H. F. MoRIN, M.D.
Superintendent o童Nurses.
MRS. AI,ICE H. FLASH.
Medical Board.
Physicians.
WM. P.WESSELHOEFT, M.D., COnSulting. HENRY E. SpALDING, M.D.
WALTER WESSELHOEFT, M.D.　　　　FRED’K P. BATCHELDER, M.D.
JoHN P. Su卿HERLAND, M.D.　　　　　CHARLES H. THOMAS, M.D.
FREDERICK B. PERCY, M.D.　　　　　EDWARD E. ALLEN, M.D.
S調rgeons.
JAMES B. BELL, M.D.　　　　　WM. F. WESSELHOEFT, M.D.
HoRACE PACKARD, M.D.　　　　CHARLES T. HowARD, M.D.
WINFIELD SMITH, M.D.　　　　THOMAS E. CHANDLER, M.D.
J. EMMONS BRIGGS, M.D.　　　GEORGE_ R. SouTHW重CK, M.D.
Obstetricians.
WALTER WESSELHOEFT, M.D., COnSulting. GEORGE H. EARL, M.D.
HENRY E. SpALDING, M.D.　　　　　　J. EMMONS BRIGGS, M.D.
SARAH S. WINDSOR, M.D.
Ophthalmic Surgeons.
JoHN H. PAYNE, M.D.　　　　　DAVID W. WELLS, M.D.　　　{
J, MILLER HINSON, M.D.　　　　GEORGE A. SuFFA, M.D.
Nose and Throat Surgeons.
GEORGE B. RICE, M.D.　　　　　NEIDHARD H. HouGHTON, M.D.
THOMAS M. STRONG, M.D.
Aural Surgeons.
HowARD P. BELLOWS, M.D., COnSulting. FRED’K W. CoLBURN, M.D.
Orthopedic Surgeon.
GEORGE H. EARL, M.D.
8Specialists.
AI,鵬NA J. FI.INで, M.D., in Electro-Therapeutics, ConSulting.
EDWARD P. CoLBY, M.D., NeuroIogist, COnSulting.
JoHN L. Co押IN, M.D., in Disea;es of Skin.
N. EMMONS PA|NE, M.D., in Diseases of Mind.
HBRBBRT C. CLAPP, M.D., in Diseases of 〔温est.
J. WI|,KINSON CLAPP, M.D., in Pharmacy.
FRANK C. RICIIARDSON, M.D., in Diseases of Nervous Sys七em.
STEPHEN H. BLODGETT, M.D., in Diseases of Urinary System.
WILLIAM H. WATTERS, M.D., in PathoIogy.
Assistant Physicians.
STEPHEN H. BI,ODGETT, M.D.　FREDERICK L. EMERSON, M.D.
MAURICE W. TuRNER, M.D.　　WESLEY T. LEE, M.D.
JoHN A. RocKWEI,L, M.D.　　　EDW重N P. RuGGI,ES, M.D.
Assistant Surgeons.
CLARENCE CRANE, M.D.　　　　　RALPH C. WIGGIN, M.D.
AI,BERでS. BRIGGS, M.D.　　　HERBERT D. BoYD, M.D.
Assistant Obste億icians.
FREDERICK L. EMERSON, M.D.　RALPH C. WIGGEN, M.D.
CHARI,ES T. HowARD, M.D.　　　EDWIN P. RuGGLES, M.D.
Assist劃t Nose and Throat Surgeons.
CoNRAD SM賞TH, M.D.　　　　　　E. R. JoHNSON, M.D.
Assistant Aural Surgeon.
E. R. JoIINSON, M.D.
Assistant Orthopedic Surgeon.
AI,ONZO G. HowARD, M.D.
The al〕OVe COnStitute the Medica,1 Board.

9Other Appoint皿entS.
Second Assistant Surgeo重s.
W. K. S. THOMAS, M.D.　　　　FRANK R. SEDGI,EY, M.D.
E. S. CALDERWOOD, M.D.　　　　RoBERT F. SouTHER, M.D.
HARRY J. LEE, M.D.
Ⅲasseu重.
MR. G廿sTAF FLINCK.
重調te重nes.
JoHN A. HAYWARD, M.D.　　　CHARLES R, BELL, M.D.
LuTHER G. EASTMAN, M.D.　　　HARRY F. CLEVERLY, M.D.
AMBER A. STARBUCK, M.D.　　　WM. M. ANDERSON, M.D.
LYDIA R. BAKER, M.D.　　　　　HALBERT C. HuBBARD, M.D.
LAWRincE F. KEITH, M.D.
OUT_PATIENT STAFF.
Medical Department.
TDA DuDLEY CI,APP, M.D.　　　FREDERICK B. PERCY, M.D.
WILSON F. PHILLIPS, M.D.　　　FRANCIS H. MACCARTHY, M.D.
FRED S. PIPER, M.D.　　　　　　ELLA E. SEVERANCE, M.D.
MARY A. LEAVITT, M.D.　　　　C. E. P. THOMPSON, M.D.
Surgical Depart皿ent.
A. HowARD PowERS, M.D.　　　HARRY J. LEE, M.D.
ALBERT S. BRIGGS, M.D.　　　　FRANK R. SE。GLEY, M.D.
E。WARD S. CALDERWOOD, M.D.　RoBERでF. SouTHER, M.D.
HENRY M. EMMONS, M.D.　　　W. K. S. THOMAS, M.D.
J. ARTHUR JoNES, M.D.　　　　RALPH C. WIGGIN, M.D.
Women,s Depart皿ent.
HERBERT D. BoYD, M.D.　　　　WILLARD A. PAUL, M.D.
ELIZA B. CAHII,L, M.D.　　　　JAMES S. SHAW, M.D.
MARY B. CuRRIER, M.D.　　　　GEORGE R. SouTHWICK, M.D.
MARTHA E. MANN, M.D.
Children,s Department.
J・ HERBERでMooRE, M.D.　　　LEVERNE HoI‘MES, M.D.
ALICE H. BASSEでT, M.D.　　　　EDNA H. STEPHENS, M.D.
ORVILLE R. CHADWEI,I,, M.D.　　MARTHA L. STURTEVANで, M.D.
LENA H. D職MAR, M.D.　　　　A. P. THOMPSON, MこD.
量O
Eye Department.
J・ MILI‘ER HINSON, M.D.　　　J. HoLBROOK SHAW, M.D.
ALBERT W. HoRR, M.D.　　　　GEORGE A, SuFFA, M.D.
AuGUST A. KLEIN, M,D.　　　　DAVID W. WEI,LS, M.D.
JoHN H. PAYNE, M.D.
JoHN R. NoYES, M.D.
Ear Depart皿ent.
FREDERICK W. CoLBURN, M.D.　ELMON R. JoHNSON. M.D.
FREDERICK W. SEARS, M.D.
Throat Department.
CIIARLES W. BusH, M.D.　　　CoNRAD SMITH, M.D.
N. H. HouGHTON’M・D.　　　　THOMAS M. STRONG, M.D.
JAMES S. KENNEDY, M.D.　　　CAROLINE Y. WENTWORTH, M.D,
GEORGE B. RICE, M.D,
GEORGE E. ANTHONY, M.D.　　ALICE S. WooDMAN, M.D.
Nervous Department.
EDWARD P. CoLBY, M.D.　　　FRANK C. RICHARDSON, M.D.
W. O. RuGGLES, M.D.
DEBORAH FAWCETT, M.D.　　　ELIZA T. RANSOM, M.D.
ERNEST M. JoRDAN, MD・　　　ARTHUR H. RING, M.D.
Chest Depart皿ent.
WALTER F. ADAMS, M.D.　　　PERCY G. BROWNE, M.D.
Orthopedic Departmen七.
HELEN S. CHILDS, M.D.　　　　GEORGE H. EARL, M.D.
ALONZO G. HowARD, M.D.　　　HowAR。 MooRE, M.D.
Genito-Urinary Depart皿ent.
STEPHEN H. BLODGEでT, M.D.　ORREN B. SANDERS, M.D.
最ectal Department.
HENRY E. SpALDING, M.D.
Skin Department.
JoHN L. CoEFIN, M.D.　　　　A. HowARD PowERS, M.D.
JoHN H. URICH, M.D.
Electro-Therapeutics.
BENJAMIN T. LoRING, M.D.
THIRTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT
MASSACHUSETTS
HoM(EOPATHIC HospITAL
Report of the Trustees.
THE Hospital has grown during the past year in several
directions which are worthy of notice.
In the丘rst place, the number of patients has increased
beyond all expectations, - fa,r eXCeeding even the increase
noted las七year. The whole number treated in the Hospital,
excluding the Out-Pa,tient Department, has been 4352,- 435
more than in 1905,- Of which 2,835 were surgical, 624 medi-
Cal and 465 0bstetrical cases. The smallest daily census was
175 this year and 151 last year, Which shows tha七the hos-
Pital was乱1ed in the summer as well a‘S during the rest of
the year. It was impossible, however, tO admit a七OnCe a11
Who applied, and many patients who were asked to wa,it went
elsewhere. Some relief at the Matemity was obtained by
removing convalescing patients to the main hospital.
Perhaps the most important change has been the transfer
to the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital by the Homceo-
Pathic Medical Dispensary of all their property’including the
building on the comer of Harrison Avenue a,nd Stoughton
Street and a house on Burroughs Place. The house on Bur-
roughs Place has been sold and a great deal has been ex-
Pended in rearra,nging the building on Stoughton Street so
tha,t it may be suitable and convenient. It has been made
the Out-Pa,tient Department of the Hospital with a separa,te
Out-Patient Sta群, and under the direction of the Superin-
tendent. 15,145 patients ha,Ve been treated here during
the year, an aVera,ge Of 173 each day. In connection with
this department, SOme Patients who were too ill to come to
the clinics have been visited in their homes, and this has been
SuPPlemented by visits of a District Nurse. A full statement
Of the improvements a,nd of the grea,t Variety of cases treated
Will be found in the report o王the Superintendent.
There has also been an increase in the sta塙of specialists
by the additio租of a Specia,1ist in the Diseases of Children, tWO
Assista,nt Ophthalmic Surgeons, a,n Assistant Aural Surgeon,
an Assistant Orthopedist, and two Second Assistants in
Disea,SeS Of七he Nose and Throat. The couI.Se a,t the Train_
ing School for Nurses has been enlarged by providing that
during the first three months the class shall be in charge of
a teacher who by lectures and prac七ical demonstra七ions may
PrePare the probationers better for the work in the wards.
The house, 12 East Brookline Stree七, has been bought and
fitted up for a Children’s Ward, tO Which all the children will
be removed in January; in the fourth floor of the Medical
Wing thus vacated, eighteen beds ca,n be placed for adults
Which will a鮮ord some relief for the present crowded condi-
tion of the hospital.
The net income of the Hospital, including the Matemity
and Out-Patient Depar七meuts, for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1906, has been as follows:
From patients言ncluding charges for board,
SPeCial nursing, amP址theatre and X- Ray,
ambulance, medical and surgical supplies,
andsundries . . . . . . . . . . . .
From invested funds and stocks, rentS Of
Adams House bu11ding and Beck Hall,
interest on mcutgages, bank balance, an-
nual subscription and donations, 1ess
Charges against income for annuities and
discounts　. . …　…　… . .
Receipts on account of Sunny Bank Home .
T〇七al　. . . . . . . . . . . . .
$92,704.25
$15l,205.50
宣3
The net general expenditure was as follows :
Expenses at the Hospital, includi租g salaries,
WageS, Ordinary repairs, all supplies, etC. $147,925.26
Other expenses, including insurance, Printing,
Care Of Hospital property, uSe Of labora-
tory of Boston University’aS by Treas-
球155,648.85
4,443.35
6,845.10
$1l,288.45
Legacies and gifts have been received as follows :
Estate of Ednah Dean Cheney, additional
EstateofJosephP.Paine . . . . . .
EstateofGeorgeO.Smith . . . . . .
Estateo重ElizabethW. Stevens. . . .
Estate ofJohn ParkerTownsend . . .
EstateofHarrietF.Warren . . . . .
GiftofSpencerW. Richa,rdson . . . .
Gift of South Boston Samaritan Society
T〇七a重　. . . . . . _ . -　○　○
$90.00
3,495 65
5,000 00
5,000.00
3,000.00
5,000.00
100.00
1 ,000.00
$22,685.65
The net da,ily cost per patient, eXClusive of the Out-Patient
Department, has been $1.59 this year and $1.78 last year.
The daily average number of patients has been 213, Of whom
30 paid in full, 82 paid part of the cost of maintenance and
lOI paid nothing,可though the nunber of endowed permanent
free beds is only 33. The very large daily census has in-
CreaSed the receipts, and as the current expepses have been
kept down the deficiency is smaller than usual.
The accompanying reports of the Superinte租dent, the Medi-
Cal Board and the PathoIogist give full and interest王ng details
Of the work with important recommendations for the improve-
ment of the Hospita,l. Attention is called to the marked
recognition of the wock of the PathoIogica,1 Department by
重4
OutSide organizations・ Nothing could be done this year
On the land in Jama,ica Plain, bought in 1904, but the need
for an a’dequate matemity bui14ing and for a properly iso-
1ated ward for contagious cases becomes constantly more
PreSSing・ and we wish aga,in to ca,11 the attention of the pub-
1ic to the opportunity for service by gifts for these purposes.
By the death of Mr. Edward C. Sherburne, One Of the State
Trustees, the Hospital has Iost an eamest and devoted friend,
One Who was conscientious and faithful to his duties and
fearless in upholding what he deemed for the best interests
O王the institution. Mr. E. G. Preston has been appointed as
his successor.
For the Trustees,
WILLIAM TAGGARD PIPER言
ERASTUS T. CoLBURN,
Commi鵜e.
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Report of血e Superintendent・
To脇e rrぴあのo声he Massachuse触HomαOクai揚Hos〆融
I pRESENT the following report for the year ending Dec. 3’
1906:
MOVEMENT OF POPULAT工ON.
1906.　　　1905.
Nunber of patients remaining Dec. 31 , 1905J
medical . . . . . . . . . . . . ・
Number of patients remaining Dec. 31 , 1905J
Surgical ・ ・ ・、・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
Nunber of patients rema‘ining Dec. 31 , 1 905J
obstetrical . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of infants remaining Dec. 31, 1905,
Total nunber of patients remaining Dec.
31,1905 . . …　…　… ・ ・
Nunber of patients admitted during 1906’
medical　. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nunber of patients a,dmitted during 1906,
Surgical . . . . . . . ,. . . . . .
Number of patients admitted during 1906,
obstetrical . . . . . . . . , . . .
Numberofinfantsbomduring 1906 . . .
Total number of patients admitted during
1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ・
Nunber of patients treated during 1906,
medical　. …　… . . . . . ・
Nunber of patients trea,ted during 1906・
Su重gical　…　… ・ ・ … ・ ・
Nllmber of patients treated during 1906・
obstetrica1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of infants treated during 1906 .
Total nunber of patients treated during
1906…　… . , . . . . . ・ ・
Number of patients discharged, Cured . .
Nrmber of patients discharged, i皿ProVed
Nunber of patients discharged, nOt im-
proved. ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
Number of patients discharged・ nOt treated
Nunber of patients discharged) died "　‥
? ? ?
?
?????????
?????????????????。??????????。
??
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Number of patients discharged, Obstetrical
Numberofinfantsdischarged. . . . . .
Total nlmber of patien七s 4ischarged during
1906…　…　… . . . . . .
N調ber of patients remaining Dec. 31’1906
Average number of days to each patient .
Nunber of days’board fumished paying
pa七ients . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nunber of days, board fumished part pay
Patients . . . …　‥ . . . . .
Nrmber of days’ board fumished free
pa七ien七s　…　… . . . . . . .
Total nrmber of days, board fumished
Patients . . . . . …　… . .
Dailyaveragecensusof patients only. . .
Daily average census of ,emPI。yeeS a,nd
Patients . . …　… . . . . .
Daily a’Verage CenSuS Of paying patients .
Daily average census of part pay patients
Daily average census of free patients . .
HighestdailycenstlS. . . . . . . . . .
Lowestdailycensus. . . . . . . . . .
Death rate on number treated, medical .
Death ra,te On number treated, Surgical .
Death rate on number treated, Obstetrical
Average death rate on number treated. .
Nunberofpa,tients operated upon . ◆ .
Numberofambulancecalls. . . . . . .
Increase of pa,tients over last year. . ‥
NumberofOut-Patients . . . . . . . .
Numberofvisits by Out-Patients. . . .
Nunber of visits by District Physicians .
Nunberof visits by District Nu重ses. . .
1 906.
444
410
4タ168
184
18.6
10, 950
29,901
37,112
77,963
213.59
415.72
30.
81.92
101.67
249
175
9.4
3.6
.8
3.8
2,516
653
435
15,145
42 ,825
9,076
l,363
????????
?
????????????????…??
???????????
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT, JAN. 1, 1906-DEC. 31, 1906.
1906.
Balance,Jan.1,1906. . . . . . .　　　$500.00
尺ece4擁S.
Board ・ ・ …　…　…　…　　$68,582.50
Nursi虹g　…　…　…　… .　　5,367.00
AmphitheatreandX-Ray . . . . .　　7,210.50
Ambulance- . . . . . . . . . . .　1,475.10
Medicalsupplies . . , . . . . . .　　　847.00
Sundries… . . . . . . . . . .　　2,794.72
$86,276.82
Out-PatientDepartment. . . . . .　　6,427.43
Paid to C・ H. Watson, Treasurer . .　$92,704.25
E呼endi初γeS.
Provisions . . . . . . . . . . . .　$46,477.89
Fuelandlight. . . . . . . . . . .　　8,887.01
Iceandwater . . . . . . . . . .　　3,035.70
Medical and surgical supplies. . . .　13,413.48
Repairs　…　‥　∴ . …　‥　　　6,524.40
Stationeryandprinting . . . .′. .　1,492.67
Salaries ・ …　…　…　…　　44,754.67
Specialnursing . . . . . . . . . .　　4,441.10
Fumishings . …　… ・ . . .　　3,568.6O
Expe組se ・ ・ ・ …　…　… .　14,251.88
Laundrysupplies . . . . . . . . .　1,077.86
Received from C. H. Watson, Treasurer　$147,925.26
Balance,Jan.1,1907 . . . . . . .　　$500.00
1905.
$500.00
$61,907.11
5,13 .97
5,086.70
746. 00
l,194.22
2,470.59
簿76,535.59
$76,535.59
$45,946.02
7,840.59
3,033.27
12,598.48
8,879. 67
962.12
43,135.08
3,683 86
576.57
11,3 1,07
756.14
$138,722.87
$500 00
The hospita,l has treated during the past yea,r 22,685 pa-
tients・ Of these 4’352 were in-Patients. Fifteen thousand
One hundred forty〇五ve persons ma,de 42,875 visits t() the Out-
Patient Department. Nine thousand seventy-Six visits were
made by the physicians and l,363 visits by the district nurses
to those ill at home. Of the in-Patients, 624 were Medical,
2,835 Surgical, 465 Obs七etrical, and 428 Infants.
The in-Patients have increased 435 over last year. The
Wards have been crowded, eVen during the summer months,
I8
and patients have been refused admission on account of la‘Ck
of room or have been asked to wait, and, having been unable
to do so, have gone elsewhere. The daily a‘Verage nunber of
in-Patients has been 213, aS COmPared with 191 1ast year.
The average nunber of out-Patients treated has been 173,
making a total of 386 patients cared for daily during the year
1906.
Thework of the hospital has grown a great deal during the
past ten years’aS Will be seen by the following figures:
PATIENTS TREATED.
In other words, the number of pa,tients has increased more
than two and one-half times in ten years, and it is 67 per cent
greater than it was丘ve years ago. If means are not pro-
vided to care for the f巾ure growth, We Shall be obliged to
refuse admission to a larger nunber each succeeding year.
This will be a hardship to the patients and an injustice to the
physicians who have come to look to the Hospital for the
treatment of their patients.
The receipts, $92,704.25, are $16,168.66 more than they
were in 1905, and the expenditures, $147,925.26, are
$9,202.39 1arger, Showing a net gain of nearly $7,000 over
last year.
The daily per capita cost (not including the Out-Patient
Department) has been $1.80. La’St year it was $1.99. Had
the per capita cost been as high as it was in 1905, the
expenditures would have been nearly $15,000 more.
The宣et daily cost, found by deducting the amounts which
were received for special nursing, uSe Of ambulance, medical
supplies, etC., Wa,S $1.59, aS COmPared with $1.78 1ast yea,r.
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 。
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The daily cost of raw food supplies per inmate has been
30 cents,
REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Fifty-tWO hundred square feet of terrazzo floor has been
laid in the First Surgical, including corridors, Wards, and pri-
vate rooms. New radiators were put in at the same time,
as the old ones were hardly large enough.
Puritan Sanitary flooring was laid in the Third Surgical
Pa,ntry a,nd in the o航cers’dining-rOOm.
Several wards on the First Surgical were painted.
The refrigerating pipes in the kitchen were changed, and,
in this connection, I wish to add that the ice-Plant (which has
been in use for five years) pa,id for itself long a.go, and this
Summer, eSPeCiany, has it been a means of saving money.
In Februa,ry the house at 61 Ea,St Newton Street, directly
in the rear of Vose Ha,11, WaS leased and has been used as a
dormitory for male empIoyees・ These were formerly a11owed
five dollars a month room-rent. By leasing the above we
have been able to save丘fty dollars a, mOnth.
A new washing machine and b‘ody ironer were purchased
for the laundry.
Many of the fire-eSCa,PeS Were Put uP yearS agOI With wooden
Sla,tS for租oors・ These were replaced with iron platforms.
A new planO WaS PurChased for the Training School, mOre
than half of the cost being a donation from a, former patient.
A ten-tOn COal scale was erected in the rear yard, giving us
an opportunity to weigh all coal used by the institution.
During the year, by process of sterilization, OVer 70,000
yards of gauze has been saved over the previous year. This
amount would have cost nearly $1,700.
OuT葛PATIENT DEPARTMENT.
In February the Homceopa,thic Medical Dispensary, Which
had been in existence for餓ty years, tranSferred its property
and funds to this hospital and became the Out-Patient De-
Partment Of the Institution.
During the year, 15,145 pa‘tients have applied for treat-
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ment, and 42,875 visits have been made by them to the
following clinics :
Medical　…　‥ . …　… .
Surgical . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Den七al…　‥ . . . . . . . . .
Women’s…　… . . . . . . .
Childre皿’s . . . . . . . . . . . .
Eye . . …　…　…　… .
Ea重　…　…　…　‥ . . . .
Throa七〇 . . . . . …　… . .
Nervous　…　…　…　… .
Chest . . . . . . . …　‥ . .
Orthopedic. . . . . . . . . ・ . .
Genito-urinary . . . . , . , . . .
Rectal . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Skま皿…　…　… . . . . . .
Matemity . . . . . . . . . . . .
VisitsatBurroughsPlace. . . . . .
Visits at W. End Bramch (3 months).
The receipts (derived from a charge of ten cents to those
able to pay) were $6,432.03. The expenditures, including
improvements, Were $1 1,056.27.
Early in the spring repalrS Were begun a,t this Department,
and they lasted well into the summer. These were : Painting
the ceilings; th9 1aying of nearly 6,000 feet of te調aZZO floors
in the main hall and in a11 the clinic rooms. The stone and
brick work were repointed, the roof and gut七ers repaired, and
new sinks placed in a number of the clinic rooms. The electric
Wiring, having been in for餓teen years, WaS OVerhauled and
Put in good condition and connection made with the main
feed wires at Vose Hall.
Steam connection was ma,de with the boiler at Vose Ha11,
thus doing away with the one in the Out-Patient Depa,rtment.
In doing七his the piping was so arranged that either boiler
COuld be used in case of accident.
The rooms formerly used by七he janitor were fitted up for
the use of the Nose and Throat Department, Which had for-
merly been in a dark comer of the basement. Dressing and
???????
in§trument ’Cabinets were purchased for the?urgical, Eye and
Women,s Clinics.
A11 together, these repalrS and improvements have cost
$3,462.09.
On taking charge of this Depa血ment, it was found neces-
Sary tO fumish nurses for some of the clinics and also to
SuPPly a nurse for district work. As has been the custom for
years, Senior studen七s of the Boston University SchooI of
Medicine receive appointments as Intemes to this depart-
ment. Their duties consist in `visiting patients who a,re tOO
ill to come to the clinics and who reside in the district bounded
On the north by Dover Street, On the south by Dudley Street,
On the east by South Ba,y, and on the west by Tremont Street.
This is a densely populated district’inhabited by the poorer
Classes, and the intemes, aSSisted by the district nurs料, are
doing an immense a‘mOunt Of good・
TRAINING ScHOOL.
In March, the system of training the younger nurses was
Cha,nged to what ha,S PrOVed a most satisfactory arra,ngement.
In years past a new nurse was admitted to the School, Placed
a七once upon one of the wards, Where she picked up (as best
She might) , from the busy head nurse or senior in charge, the
necessary instruction,
The plan adopted in March has been to admit a class, Vary-
ing from餓teen to twenty-魚ve in number, for a period of three
months. During this time the pupils are in cha,rge Of a paid
instructor, Who has no other duties than to teach this class.
Classes were admitted March l, September l and Decem-
ber l. The entire three months is given up to study, demon-
Stra‘tions, Class work, and several hours each day is spent in
doing some special fom of ward work under the supervision
Of the instructor. Besides the teaching of this instructor,
these classes have also lectur琴and demonstrations by the
Assistant to the Superintendent, the BacterioIogist, and by
members of the sta衛.
By the above procedure the pupil acquires the rudiments
Of her profession and takes up her practical work on wards
with a considerable degree of e航ciency and is able to render
much better care to the patients・
In order to make this change, it was necessary to ta,ke a
floor at Vose Hall, formerly occupied by maids, and a11ow the
latter a, Sufficient sum to pay their room-rent OutSide・
On December l, it was felt tha,t mOre nurSeS Were needed
on account of the extra ones I.equired at the Out-Patient
Department, a,nd on account of the increased number of
patients which wi11 result when the Clark Ward for children
is opened early in the year・ So it wa,S again necessary to
make a change in Vose Ha11, a,S WaS done in March・
The nurses have stood the strain of their many exacting
duties during the year with a minimum amount of illness, and
have responded to the increased work cheerfully and
promptly. To them and to their care of the patients is much
of the success of the Hospital due.
The number connected with the Training SchooI on Decem-
ber 31 is as follows:
Head Nurses. . . .
、Se皿ior Nu章ses . . .
Intermediate Nurses
Ju垂or. 〇 ・ ・ ・ ・
Probationers. . .
The number of probationers admitted was 54, Of whom
29 were accepted, and 15 are.still on probation. Twenty
nurses graduated and丘ve lef七for various causes. In addi-
tion to the work done by the regular nursing sta境, there has
been in the house a daily average of 12.87 graduate nurses
empIoyed・ 219 1ectures have been given by members of the
sta植, 173 recitations and 412 demonstrations by the Superin-
tendent of Nurses and her assistants.
AMBULANCE.
Ever since the Hospita,1 ha,S maintained an ambulance, a,
yearly contract has been made with a stableman to fumish
horses and drivers. While this a調angement has proved
????????
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fairly satisfactory言t was thought best, 1ate in the yea‘r, tO
Purchase horses and empIoy our own drivers, believing that
we would have better oontrol over the drivers and that the
expense would be lessened・
MATERNITY.
In this department 465 patients have been treated, the
largest since it was opened. The increase during the past six
years is as follows:
PATI EN TS.
You will note by the above that the number has trebled
in six years.
As there are only eighteen beds, it would have been impos-
Sible to treat so many had we not 〈moved the convalescing
Patieuts to the main hospital.
A new組oor (Puritan Sa,nitary) has been laid in the deliv-
ery-rOOm, and the fire-eSCaPeS Painted. These were the only
repairs, OutSide of minor ones from time to time, and the
regular housecleaning which has been done as often as a
room could be given up for the purpose.
The receipts紅om patients in this department have been
$7,777.56, and the expenditures $10,895.26, Or $1.56 per day
for each patient.
NEW CLARK WARD (foγ Childγe筋).
In September the hospital came into possession of the
estate of the la,te Mrs. Elizabeth Stevens, at 12 East Brook-
1ine Street, and it was decided to put the house in good repair
and to use it exclusively for children, thus removing them
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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from the main building (where they were at times over-
CrOWded) to this house, Which will give more room and better
air and sunshine.　　　　$
On beginning the repairs, it was found that more would
ha,Ve tO be done tha,n WaS at first contemplated. It has
resulted in new plumbing throughout, a neW heating system,
new floors, the remova,1 of all wall paper, and four coats of
Paint applied. These repairs will be completed early in Janu-
ary, and the children transferred to their new quarters.
This change will give eighteen extra beds for adults in the
ho spiね1.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
The more necessary lmPrOVementS needed are as¥follows:
1. A Vacuum S秒e印ing Plani for the main hospital.
This will do away with pfaCtically all sweeping by means
Of brooms, Which is very disagreea,ble and unhygienic to
Patients who are in bed and who cannot get out of the room
While this is going on. A visit to any hospital ward early
in the moming:while it is being swept, Will demonstrate vefy
Plainly the need of the above.
2. More Room 70γ Obsie巌cal Paiienお.
The report of the Matemity has shown the large increase
in this work, and there is no reason tO believe that it will not
CCmtinue in the same ratio. If two stories were added to the
Out-Pat王eut building, One Of these could be used for out-
Patients and the other for a Matemity. The upper floor
CQuld be so built as to be completely shut o癒from those
below.
I suggest this, believing it to be less expensive than a com-
Plete new plant on the land at Jama,ica Plain.
3. On account of the increase in the Medical Board, the
Oクeγaあng Room Fα〆l窃ies must be enlarged. Changes can be
made in the arrangement of the rooms on the Fourth Surgical
組oor that will givel two more OPerating rooms, Which should
answer for some time to come.
4. A house should be purchased or leased for the use of the
maids and servan七s who formerly roomed at Vose Hall.
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I wish to say, in this connection, that the work of the insti-
tution is ha,mPered in many ways fof lack of room. The
Housekeeping Department needs a good-Sized sewing-rOOm
and a store-rOOm ; the drugs are scattered all over the hospital,
in this cIoset and that cIoset, and two good-Sized rooms in
CIose proximity to each other would facilitate this work;
the laundry for 450 people is all done in one room, Which is
about half large enough, and it will soon be necessary to send
SOme Of the work outside or to put on a night force.
The Engineer’s Depa,rtment is sma11, and all available且oor
SPaCe taken with machinery of some sort. The boiler capac-
ity is entirely used during the winter months and should an
accident occur there would be nothing to fall back upon.
There should be an extra boiler to covef SuCh emergencies.
AcKNOWLEDGMENTS.
The Hospital has been, aS in the past, the recipient of many
useful gifts as well as flowers, Plants, etC・, for the pleasure of
the patients. A choir from the Bible Mission Training School
has visited the wards nea,rly every Sunday, a,nd the Hospital
Music Fund, under the direction of Doctor John Dixwe11,
fumished the Christmas entertainment.
Mr. ArthlIr F. Estabrook gave an iron fence for the sma11
Park in front of the Hospital and paid fof re-Seeding the lawn
and for the組ower beds at Vose Hall.
I wish to express my appreciation of the work done by七he
heads of departments and faithful empIoyees, Who have been
Called upon to carry out the many details of the year,s work.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM O. MANN,
Suクeγ海iendenき.
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Report of the Medical Board.
To脇e rrusiee5 O声he Massachuse雄Hom(杉Oクαihic Hoやiial:
At the last meeting of the Medical Board the undersigned
committee wa‘S aPPOinted to prepare the annual report of the
Medical Boa,rd for presentation to the trustees.
The Medical Board would most respectfully ca,11 the atten-
tion of the trustees to the amount and character of the work
done in the various departments during the year 1906・ The
number of cases treated is unprecedented・ In the Medical
Department 624 cases; Surgical, 2,835 ; in the Obstetrica1 465
women were delivered and 428 ba,bies treated, making a total
of 4,352, aS COmPared with 3,917 in 1905, and 3,720 in 1904,
a gain during the past year of 435 cases.
The death rate on the medical side was 9.4, On the surgica1
3.6, in the matemity 8/10 of l per cent; the tota‘1 death rate
being 3.8.
With the great increase in surgical work ‘which has come
about in recent years the two operating rooms have become
entirely inadequate for the demands made upon them・ When
it is taken into consideration that the moming hours are
chosen for opera,tions and Sundays eliminated, eXCePt for
emergency cases, it will be seen that there is an average of
eleven operations performed ea,Ch week day. The work is
Of necessity quite irregular, and it not infrequently happens
that some twenty cases a,re OPerated upon during a single
day.
Much of the crowding and inconvenience arises from the
fact that these cases are operated upon by the di鱈erent sur-
geons and specialists who are on the 6ta鯨・ With the great
number of operations by di解erent surgeons great incoflVen-
ience and much crowding has inevitably occurred.
The Medical Board would respectfu11y ask the Trustees for
relief from existing embarrassment. This could be accom-
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Plished by providing two more operating rooms on the fourth
Surgical且oor.
Your attention is a,gain called to the greatly overcrowded
COndition of our Matemity Department. With only eighteen
beds, 465 obstetrica,1 ca’SeS have been cared for, and 428 babies
treated・ It has been possible to care for this large nunber
Only by frequent transferal of p争tients to the wards of the
general hospital・ Oftentimes soon after delivery. It is a
debatable question how extensively this policy should be pur-
Sued, aS the wards of the general hospital are not suitable for
Obstetrical patients・ and are sorely needed for surgica,1 cases.
A modem lying-in hospital with的y Peds, and opportu詰y
for enlargement’is greatly needed.
Of equal impoItance is a hospital for contagious diseases.
This urgent demand has frequently been brought to your
attention by the Medical Board and is doubtless constantly
in your minds・ It is hoped that in the near future our hos-
Pital will have accommodations for such contagious cases as
may desire homceopathic treatment.
We are informedihat the Trustees are about to open a
Children,s Department on East Brookline Street, With accom-
modation for thirty children. This is to be equipped with
OPerating room and all appurtenances. This will receive
Children under fouteen years of age, and wi11 relieve conges-
tion at our hospital in some degree. Nevertheless, increased
facilities for surgical patients are imperative in order to keep
PaCe With the increasing demand.
More private rooms, eSPeCially those of a moderate price,
are greatly needed, aS the demand far exceeds the supply・
Respectfully submitted,
J・ EMMONS BRIGGS,
WINFIELD SMITH,
EDWARD E. ALLEN,
Comm巌ee.
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Report of the PathoIogist・
To !he TγuSiees oデカae Massac履se妹Hom`eOクαihic Hosク巌l.
I HAVE the pleasure of presenting the fo11owing report of
the work perfomed by the PathoIogica,1 Department for the
yea,r 1906 :
The number of examinations, aS Wi11 be seen言s slightly
greater than that of last year, this increase being particu-
larly noticeable in connection with tissues from surgical cases
and with diphtheria cultures. As this is the fifth annual
report of the laboratory to be presented since the appointment
Of the present pa,thoIogist, it may not be inappropriate to
COnSider some of the results that ha,Ve been achieved during
these years. In April, 1901, the number of examinations
being made averaged about的y or sixty per month・ During
the presen七year there has been a monthly average of over
two hundred and的y. At that time all the work wa,S Per-
fomed in two sma,1l rooms near the amphitheatre. Now it is
Perfomed in the adjoining building, Where its commodious
quarters are connected with the various departments of the
hospital by telephone, and are within one or two minutes,
access of the di鮮erent wards・ The hospital building has thus
been freed from the various odors, gaSeS and bacteria, that
fomerly made the la,boratory somewhat objectionable. Com-
Plete records of a,ll cases are now preserved in duplicate in the
laboratory and・ Where possible, the microscopic specimens
upon which the diagnoses are based are also preserved. A
Card catalogue insures the easy accessibility of the results of
the various examinations・ These changes have materia,lly
increased the clerical work and have necess主tated the presence
Of a stenographer specia11y trained in this work, On account
Of this increase two student assistants are now provided by
the University instead of one a,S at first. In addition to the
routine duties there have been trained along pathoIogica’l lines
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a number of special post-graduate students, SOme Of whom are
now occupying posi癌ons as pathoIogists in other hospitals.
As opportunity has o蛙ered, Original investigations have been
made in several di橿erent subjects, the results of which have
been, We feel, tO make the laboratory bet毛er known and pos-
Sibly the homceopathic profession more respected by the
dominant schooL
The la,boratory has, by invitation, joined in exhibitions of
diverse character in various parts o士the colmtry. Among
these may be mentioned exhibits at the Louisiana, Purchase
Exposition in St. Louis, the Lewis and Clark Exposition in
Portland, Oregon, the American Medical Association at Sa,ra-
toga, Atlantic City a,hd Boston, the British Medical Associa置
tion’the American Institute of Homceopathy at Cleveland,
Chica§o, Boston, Niagara and Atlantic City, aS Well a,S Other
less important ones・ Early in the present year we united
With the Harvard Medical School in the preparation of a tuber-
oulosis exhibit for the instruction of the genera,1 public con-
Ceming that disea,Se. As a result of七hese undertakings, three
gold medals ha,Ve been awa,rded to the laboratory for original
WOrk and a large amount of very gratifying commendation
has been received from many of those most eminent in the
medical profession both in America and abroad・ Requests
have already been received for co6pera,tion in one inter-
national and three national meetings for the commg Summer.
We wish to state most dis七inctly, however, tha,t We feel our
丘rst duty lies at home, and have never a1lowed these various
interests to interfere in a,ny manner With the necessary and
important routine work of the laboratory in its difoct comec-
tion with the hospital. The unifom courtesy and valuable
advice of the Superin七endent at many perplexing times has
been much appreciated and is here glVen gla‘d recognition.
As in the past the rela,tions with the entire sta,髄and occu-
PantS Of the hospital have been most pleasa‘nt, and have
helped much to give inspiration in the work.
In cIosing,工wish to express my hearty appreciation七o Miss
Mildred Gray, Mr. C. A. Eaton and Mr. G. E. Harmon, tO Whom
much of any credit that may ba,Ve been received is due.
W・ H. WATTERS, Paihologis九
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PATHOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS.
C揚nわの! E労協ina香るons
Blood-Counts　. . . .
Malaria,, POSitive . . .
Malaria,negative . . .
Typhoid, POSitive . . .
Typhoid, negativ,e. . .
Sput調-
Tuberculosis, POSitive .
Tuberculosis, negative.
Cul七u章es -
へDiphtheria, POSitive. .
Diphtheria, negative. .
MisceuaneOuS. . . . .
Purulent Discharges -
Gonococcus, POSitive .
Gonococcus, negative .
GastricContents . . . .
Feces . . . . . . . . .
U五ne . … . . . . .
Cerebro-SPinal fluid . . .
Autopsies. . . . . . .
Animal inoculations . .
Milk. . . . .ふ. _ .
??????????????????????
?
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S調皿ary Of Medical Report.
JAN. l-DEC. 3l, 19b6.
Cう艶tis… …
Cardiac valvular‥
Phlebitis‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
A重*erio-SClerosis. ‥
鑑誓書: ∵
しeu血関心a‥. ‥. ‥
Con露ゐ寂ionのき:
Anぉmia‥‥‥ ‥ ‥
Mala轟a‥....‥‥
Ma重as皿us‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
議諾罵言
Pott,s disease.. ‥.
諸悪急誓㍗竺
Inanition‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Miscellaneous. ‥ ‥
GαSiγ0-J履es寂nのき:
Gastric ulcer… …. ‥.
Duodenal ulcer‥... ‥.
Cancer of liver‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Colitis.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
Cirrhosis of liver. ‥ ‥.
君寵・∴;:∵ニ:∴
Intestinal neurosis. ‥ ‥
Entero-COlitis. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Ga,Stro-enteritis‥. ‥ ‥
謹護二∴∴ ;
Chronic eflteritis.. ‥ ‥
Constipation‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
To融s cαγ毒ed ioγ秒α毒
????????
????
?
????????
?????????
Toiのめbr鋤g巌かγ靴iard
Ga露γ0-In鯵esi訪aI - Co頑,d:
諾護霊謹言・ ; ∴
諾琵霊薬
StenOSis‥. ‥ ‥ ‥‥.
Misce工laneous... ‥ ‥..G籠塁
Prostatitis‥.. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Orchitis‥.‥,.‥‥.‥
Renal calculus‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Stricture urethra. ‥ ‥.
Tuberculosis urina,ry
t重ac七………,‥‥.
Peri-urethral abscess..
籠叢誓言∵G諾㌣誓書等
1箆霊‥∴・∴‥
Tuberculosis‥ ‥. ‥. ‥
鰹慧幸二∴・∴
Parotitis.‥.‥.‥.‥.
In岨uenza……. , ‥.‥
Scarlet fever.. ‥ ‥ ‥..
Gla,nders‥ ‥. ‥ ‥. ‥.
冨整O ugh
Inわく誘cα露ons:
AIcohol‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
Toiaおcaγried加納妙のγd
????????
?????
?
????????????
? ?
?????
To皐の裏sわ0桝g海舟同αγd
J寂o窃0α鯵タ0郷- Co嬢の桝ed:
Leadcolic.‥‥.‥.‥.
諸富聾語義∵ ; :
Ur蟹mia‥‥.‥‥‥...
Vomiting of pregnamcy
Nセγり0αS:
諾語葦霊詫言
Co重d a鯖ec七ions… ‥ ,..
龍畿霊詰二二∴:
‡藍誓二∴∴∴∴
認諾等壷言:∴
籠宝詫空言∴∴ ∴
欝護n
Paralysis agitans. ‥. ‥
尺磁器‡‥ …
護憲∵
Asthma‥ ‥. ‥
藍監護孟三:
S竃碧空㌻∴….‥
艶;∴:∴∴∴∴
Joints, 1ocal.. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Not diagnosed‥ ‥ ‥..
T〇七a量s‥.......‥‥
?????????????????
???????
?????????
?????
? ?
?????????????????????
? ?
?????????????????????
??????
??????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
????
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Sum皿a重y of Surgical Report.
JAN. 1-DEC. 31, 1906・
DiseαSeS αnd Jn佃毒es of
Gめnds:
Breast, abscess….. ‥.
宝器;霊寵訪
韓轟詫_
nant‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥
Sinus of breast‥. ‥ ‥.
D欝影S ∵:
F廿nc七ional‥. ‥. ‥. ‥
Diseases αnd Iniuγies oナ
S巌n:
N鍵VuS‥.‥‥‥._.‥
Dise諸富‡葱譲oi
Vahcosis ......‥.‥.
Va轟cose ulcer… ‥. ‥.
Ruptured blood vessel.D繍Of
謹上藍霊議ふき:
Adenoids. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
霊叢霊講話二
H監鵠s.雪ニ
Toiのめcαγγわd foγ妙のγd ‥
??????
????????
?
???????
????
??
Toねきs bγOug成句伽宛..
Nose αmタきhγOのき-Con_
タイnued:
轟荒詩誌
S宣nuS.‥‥.‥‥...
Sarcoma eth. cells. ‥
Ethmoiditis‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
害護諾意
Carcinoma of larynx
Tunor of nose. ‥ ‥.
讃謹蒜÷
Sarco皿a of a,ntr調m..
Carcinoma tonsil ‥ ‥
篭葦吾平
Pharyngeal abscess ‥L麟・ ∴
Dわe簾。霧彰叩
Oi蟹勃
0辱詔霊的。。agus.
UIce重.‥‥‥.‥‥‥
Carcinoma. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
Pyloric stenosis. ‥ ‥
0籍慈急.…‥…
Carcinoma. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Obstruction. ‥. ‥ ‥.
Tdaおcαγ毒edわ調砂の楊‥
???????
???????????????
????
Tdのき訪γOugめかγ凹のγd..
囲圏団扇
duc七‥.‥‥‥.‥
Carcinoma. ‥‥. ‥ ‥
Cirrhosis. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Cholelithiasis.. ‥. ‥
認諾農工∵ ∴
盤霊絵。SS.
Fissure in ano‥ ‥ ‥
Fis七u重a in ano‥ ‥ ‥
Hemorrhoids.. ‥ ‥..
藷等喜〕言
放e務め鶴舞誓
‡em.
印籠‥∴∴
Renal abscess. ‥ ‥ ‥
攫繁・
q薬.…‥…‥
q露悪雪∴ ∴
EIongated prepuce ‥
q幾∴‥…‥‥
潔禁書:∴∴;
Lupus.…‥...‥‥
Toタαきs cα巌e印o職,αγd ‥
???????
???????????
?????????
????????
???????
????????
????「??
To融s b′Oug揚fo棚α′d‥
0畿悪意….……
Carcinoma… ‥. ‥ ‥
富譲吉;∵∵;
0盤∴…‥…
認諾認許:∴ : :
0櫨意…….….
Tuberculosis. ‥ ‥. ‥
Sarco皿a‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
鞍も議:・.・∴
0辱架空∴ …
Cys七.‥.‥‥..‥...
Of藍㌘∴ …. …
欝…∴‥’∴ ;
Fistula‥.‥‥ ‥.. ‥
D誓㌶擦‾
Abortion... ‥ ‥.‥ ‥.
叢器諸芸孟・読二
重皿e................
Retained placenta.. ‥.
0盤怒s‥ … … ‥
Ve調ca.‥....‥.‥
Carcinoma,.... ‥ ‥ ‥
認諾認諾講義:
Toiαおca諦ed fo卵かαγd ‥
????〕??
???
?????
??
???
Toia裏s bγO移巌fo練りαγd‥
驚t享n
H認諾霊7..…..of
書誌認許
の畿∴..……
Ruptured‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
0笠託。d 。。rVix‥ ‥
Sarcoma‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Carcinoma. ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
譲霊器語蒜: : ∵ニ
暑碧器長詩
蟻謹言∴
Abscess of cervix....
Metrorrhagia‥. ‥. ‥
Stenosis of cervix ‥.
Retroversion. ‥. ‥ ‥
Endocervicitis ‥ ‥ ‥
Re七r。鮎Ⅹion… ‥ ・ ・ :
霊憩え㌫七品・ ・ ∴主
uterus‥‥‥...‥
0盤露言.……‥
艶孟宗二言:∴:∴
0va五七is.‥.‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
0籠憲nX ‥
Toiaきs can宏d o件砂のrd‥
??????
??????????
???????????????????
????
???????
? ? ? ? ? ? ? 「 ??
???????
??????
?????????
Toiαおbro ugh巧or砂αγd ‥
D霧。霧誓S〆
監護尋∴
Facial deformity ‥ ‥
Trau皿atism. ‥. ‥..
Septic wound. ‥ ‥ ‥
Dise鬱露語誓S Of
O辱畿ra。t. … ‥ … ‥
Glauco皿a‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Keratitis‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Iritis‥‥‥‥.‥.‥.
藍器藷嵩高吉宗;
醗Clera
Sarcoma‥‥..‥‥.
UIcer of comea‥ ‥.
ChalaZion‥ ‥ ‥ ‥..
Phthisis bulbi. ‥ ‥.
害悪整詫言∴ :
Stenosis of duct... ‥
Iritis…...‥.‥.‥.
Granulations ‥ ‥. ‥
Tra調a‥‥‥.‥.‥
詮議;S讐・葦
nerVe…　…......
Congenital absence of
p血c七a.‥.‥‥...
萱警1t宣S
盤叢書雪・∴
Toiaきs cα諦ed fo砂aγd.
???????
????????????‥? ? ??
Toねむれoug海ナO門関γd ‥
Of経。idi,is‥ … …
Mastoiditis, SuPPura-
tive‥..‥‥‥‥‥
Otitis media.∴. ‥..
Cholestea,tOma maS-
toid.‥‥‥‥‥‥
Otitis exteme cav-
e皿OuS‥ . .. . . . . ..
α卿c鳥:
恕器:∴∴:∴:
Sinus…..‥..‥.‥
T調阻or…… … ….
諾霊定ま∴・∴ ∴
Cervical adenitis. ‥.
Carbuncle. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
Ludwigs angina‥ ‥.
Oi abdome脇:
訣宝器‡藷:
Carcino皿a. ‥ ‥‥. ‥
Pelvic abscess… ‥1.
Peritoniti? tubercu-
1ar…‥.,‥‥.‥.
Peritonitis. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
会議等等÷
Sinus.‥.‥.‥‥‥.
Tumo重.‥‥.‥‥.‥
認諾誓雪∴ ∴
籠竃護憲
皿a.. ... ....... ..
ミ慈揺霊豊霊誓:
Ventral hemia. ‥. ‥
Wo調nd.‥‥‥‥‥‥
Toタの‡s cα巌ed加納妙のγd ‥
???????
??????
?????????
? ? ?
??????
?????????

Tofαおもγ0αg肱か糊Iaγd ‥
Oi abdome伸- Coけな巌:
Tuberculosis of mes-
entary‥‥‥‥‥.
語三言話語書誌㌫
inalwall.‥.‥.‥
Carcinoma of abdom_
ina重wall. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥0驚誓名
護謹嵩or
T章a調皿a‥‥‥‥.‥.
篭壷二.∴‥
Felon.‥.‥‥..‥
Nec重osis,. ‥. ‥ ‥..
諾芸蒜∴; : :
蜜霧繁竺.…‥
Bums………‥.
Malignant tumor.
Si皿us‥ ‥.. ‥.
手鑑誓∴: ∴・:
T重a調a. ‥ ‥.
Tubercufosis ‥
Phlebitis‥. ‥
詫藍誓:・
0樫と諾意.
Sepsis…... ‥
Toiのめcαrγied l短調のrd.
????
?????????
?????
? ?「??
?
????????
Toiaおbγ鋤g協ナ0州妙αγd:
篭幾等等’
Abscess..‥.‥‥.‥
Dis笥え。霊窃怒号叩
0ナhead:
AIveolar abscess. ‥.
誤認器議言
Non-malignant tu-
mO重..…….. ‥.
鵠諾繁嵩∴
Fractured skull. ‥..
T調or…‥,‥‥‥.
Tra関田a..‥‥‥‥‥
Sinus of inferior max_
illa‥.‥‥.‥‥‥
Wen of scalp‥ ‥. ‥
0恕緒誓? ‥
Fracture. ‥ ‥ ‥..
Tuberculosis‥ ‥ ‥
T重a側調a‥..‥‥‥
Bursitis… … ….
Resection. ‥. ‥ ‥
Osteomyelitis‥ ‥.
0薗s言‥ ‥
篭‡謹話霊毒
Sinus‥‥‥‥.‥.
Psoa,S abscess... ‥
主監詣ふふふ
恕禁書誓言::
Fractured rib. ‥ ‥
Scoliosis‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Toタaおcaγ巌d fo卿aγ占
??????????
??????
?
???????
‥??
??????
??????
To融s bγ0解放fo州ひaγd.
0ナ欝霊箸語空..
Fracture of clavicle ‥
0悠窯誓?∴ ‥
Periostitis.. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Bursitis… ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Fracture‥ ‥. ‥.. ‥
宝器誓書∴ ∴二
親謹言∴ ∴
富繋塁’
藍霊霊薬ギ.・ ; :
Periarthritis‥. ‥ ‥.
難業
盤f。。t. ‥.
Hammer toe.
?????????
?
??????
?
? ??
??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
??????
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ノSummary of Matemfty Report.
JAN. 1-DEC. 31, 1906.
PatientsremainingDec.3111906 .. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ .
PatientsadmittedJan.1toDec.31. ‥. ‥ ‥..
Totalpatientstreated. .. . . ‥ . . . . .
Patientsdischarged了an. 1 toDec. 31 . ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
P轟e調聴柾d………‥.‥‥・‥・・
Totaldischarges . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PatientsremainhgDec.31,1906　‥. ‥ ‥. ‥.
Dailyavera,ge numberofpatients … … …..
Multipa鯵confined∴ . . ‥ . . . ‥ . . . ‥　‥
Primipar穏confined . . . . . . . . . _　_　-　臆
Total confined
Infants:Males . . . .
Females . . .
S七i重lbo皿　. .
Misca重轟ag鎚.
Labor:No調al . . . .
(Fo章ceps,工ow. .
Forceps, medirm
Forceps, high .
Eclampsia. . .
PodaLlic version.
PIacenta p鯵via
Positions: O.L.A. . . .
0.D.A.. . .
0.D.P. . . .
Breech . . _
F〇〇七. .
0.L.P. . 1
T章anSVerSe
Face .
Pe血eun repaired
Cervix repaired.
Septicemia , . .
Pue呼eral mania
Twi孤s . . _　_　-
11
454
465
444
4
448
17
聾8.83
188
. 235
423
200
210?????????。?。????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
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P重olapsed℃Ord . …　…▼. . . . . . . . .
Postpartemhemorchage. . . . . . . . . . . .
T轟p宣ets　…　…　…　‥ . . . . . . . .
Causes of Death.
Abscess,Pulmonary. . . . . . . . . . .
Abscess,Cerebral . . . . . . . . . . . .
An蟹sthesia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aneurysmofabdomina置aorta . . . . . .
Anginapectoris　. . . . . . . . . . . .
Appendicitis,SuPPurative . . . . . . . .
CarcinQmaofprostate . . . . . . . . . .
“　　　重ect調　…　… . . . .
“　　　stoma,Ch . …　…　‥ .
``　　　tongue . . . . . . . . . .
ute軸s　. . . . . . . . . .
“　　　vu工va . . . . ○　○　… . .
Chc)lelithiasis . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cirrhosisofliver . ? ・ ・ ・ ・ ‥　‥ ・ ・
Cysti七is,Chronic. . . . . . .-. . , . . .
Diabetesmel靴us . . . . . . . . . . . .
Edampsia . . . . . . . . . ○　○ . . . .
Embo盤sm,femoralartery . . . . . . . .
Embolism,Pulmonary …　‥ . . ‥ .
Empyema . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Endocarditis,SePtic . . . . . . . . . . .
Enteritis,aCute . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fibroid,uterine. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fracture°ffemur. . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractureofsku11 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gastro-enteritis,aCute . . . . . . . . . .
Gastro-enteritis,chronic . . . . . . . . .
G重ande重s…　…　…　…　… .
Heart,dilatationof . . . . . . . . . . ,
Heart,fattydegenerationof . . . . . . .
Hemorrhage,Cerebral . . . . . . . . . .
Hemorrhage,uterine . . . . . . . . . ,
Hemia,strangulated . . . . . . . . . .
Hypertrophy,Prostatic . . . . . . . . .
Ma重asmus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Meningitis . , . . . . …　… . 、 .
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?
Myocarditis, Chronic. . .
Nephritis,aCute. . . . .
Nephriti§,Chronic. . . .
Nephrolithiasis . . . . .
Obst壬uction, intestinal. .
Pancreaticcyst. . . . .
Pancreatitis, acute . . .
Peritohitis . . . . . . .
Pemiciousan提mia . . .
Pne調mo血a, . . . . . .
Pulmonaryedema. . . .
Pye櫨七is . . . . . , . .
Sarccma of mese租tery ‥
“∴∴∴虹ve章　∴ . . .
“　　o重bi七. . . .
``　　spleen. . . .
Septicemia, general . . .
Septicemia’PuerPeral . .
Strangulation, iutestinal .
TicdoIoureux ,一. . .
Tuberculosis of kidneys .
“　　1ary皿x. .
“　　　pu血皿o皿紬y
Spi皿e . .
T調o重o雪b章ai調. . . . .
Typhoidfever . . . . .
UIcer,gast轟c　. . . . .
Vesical calculi　.  . .
T〇七a重　. . .
????…。…??」?
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Diseases Treated at血e Out-Patient Department.
JAN. 1, 1906-JAN. 1, 1907.
Abscess - Conあm4ed ,
pelvic . . .
Peritonsi11ar. . .
rectal .
SCalp . . . . .
scr〇七al . . . . .
urethro-Vaginal .
VeStibule (throat)
w重ist　.
Absence of chorioid .
Ac虹e　. . . . . . .
rOSaCea　　. . . .
Vulg誼s∴ ・ :
Adenitis . . . . . .
inguinal . . . .
SePtic . . . . .
Sublingual . . .
Submaxill各ry . .
tubercular . . .
Adenoids. . . .
Adherent prepuce. .
Adhesions . . . . .
abdominal . . .
lateroversion . .
1eucoma . . . .
Pleuritic . . . .
POSt OPerative. .
Albuminuria . . . .
AIcoholism . . . . .
Alopecia . . . . . .
areata . . . . .
Amaurosis . , . . .
Amblyopia,. . . . .
七〇xic　. . . . .
Amenorrhea　. . . .
Amnesia . . . . . .
Anarmia , . . . . .
Angina . . , . . .
?????????????????????
??
??????????????????????
??????????????????
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A虹gio皿a(虹ost轟l) . . . .
Anisometrdpia . . . . .
Ankles,inrolling . . . .
SPeCi丘cgrowth . . .
七ubercular . . . . .
weak…　… . .
Ano重exia… . , . . .
Anos皿ia . . . , . . . .
Ante租exion. . , . . . ,
A章1teVerSion. . . . . . .
Antr側皿　Highmore, in一
組amed acute ,
deviated . . . . . .
Aphasia , , …　‥ ,
Appendicitis . . . . . ,
catarrhal. . . . . .
ch重o皿ic‾　…　‥ .
Arch,Painful. . . . . 1
Arthritis . … . , . .
rheunatic . . . .
t重a側皿atic　. . . .
Asthenopia. . . . . .
Asthma　…　‥、・ ・
Astigmatism . . . . .
hyperopic . . . .
hyperopic, COmPOlmd
irregular . . . . .
mixed　○　○ . . . .
myOp裏C　・ ・ ・ ・ ・
myopic, COmPOund
Aもhe調皿a　. . . . . .
Å七〇ny . . . . . . . .
Atresia,Vaginal. . . .
Atrophy . . . . . . .
d則mS . . . . . .
Optic . . . . . .
七〇xic　. . . . . .
Auto-intoxication . . .
Backache　. . . . . .
Balanitis. . . . . . .
Biliousness . . . . . .
Bite,dog. . . . . . .
insect . . . , . .
Bladder, irritable . . .
B重ed. . . . . . . . .
Blennorrhea . . . . .
B置epharitis, . . . . .
?????????????????????????????
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Carcinoma喜Co幼iinued.
pylo調s… . ,
recu調皿も. . . .
stomach.. . . .
七〇皿gue. . . . .
1鼻七eruS , . . . .
Cardialgia . . . . .
Caries,SPinal. . . .
Cartilage, loose . . .
Caruncle, urethral. .
Cataract . . . . . .
incipient. . . .
皿ature　. . . .
Senile . . . . .
traumatic　. . .
Catarrh . . . . .
bronchial　. . .
ch重onic　. . . .
Eustachian. .
gas七五c、 . . . .
nasa宣. . .
nasal, Chronic. .
nasa重,pOS七　〇 . .
nasal, Pharyngeal
Pharyngeal. . .
章hino . . . .
tubes . .
Vema宣. . .
Cellulitis . . . . . .
Ce調enosis . . . .
Cervical adenitis. . .
、 p01ypus . . . .
Cervicitis　. . . . .
Cervix, lacerated . .
e重OSlOn　. . . .
Chalazion　. . . . .
Chancroid . . . . .
Cheiro-POmPholyx. .
Chest, undiagnosed .
Children, undiagnosed
Chilblains . . . . .
Choleramorbus. . .
Cholesteatoma . . .
Chorea. . . . . . .
?
??????????????????????????????????
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C㌍七- Co崩御のd.
1abia重. . . . . . .
late重a宣. . . . . . .
Meibomian . . . . .
0Va組an　　…　. . .
SCalp . . . . . . .
sebaceous. . . . . .
Cystitis . . . . . . 〇 ・
Cystocele . . . . . . .
Dacryocystitis . . . . .
Dea,fness . . . . . . . .
Debility,general . . . .
Deflectedcartilage . . .
Sept側皿∴. . . . ・ ・
Degeneracy . . . . . .
Delirirmtremens . . . .
Denta宣. . . . . . . . .
Dentition　. . . . . , .
Dermatitis . . . . . . .
Deta,Chedtendon . . . .
Diabetes . . . . . . . .
Dia義rhea　… . . . . .
Diathesis,gOuty . . . .
Diphtheria . . . . . . .
DisIocation. . . . . . .
Displacedcartilage . . .
Distichiasis. . . . . . .
Drum,Perforated . . . .
Dupuytren’s contraction .
Dysentery . . . . . . .
Dysmenor血ea . . . . .
Dyspepsia.∴…　… ・
Dysuria . . . . . 〇 ・ ・
Ear,undiagnosed . . . .
Ecchymosis . . . . . .
Ecthyma… . . . . .
Ect京0車o皿/. . . . . . .
Ecz劇na . . . . . . . .
Emissions, Seminal. . . .
E皿鱒㌢七で。pia ・l‥ ‥ ・
Empyema . . . . . . .
Endocarditis , . . . . .
Endocervicitis. . . . . .
Endometritis . . . . . .
Enlargement circumvallette
PaPi11ae . . . . .
Entero-COlitis. . . . . .
Enteritis . . . . . .
Ent重opion . . ・ ・ ・
Enteroptosis . . 〇 ・
E皿櫨重esis . . . . . .
Epilepsy. . . . . .
Epipho章a ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
Episcleritis. . . . "
Epistaxis . . 〇 ・ ・
Epithelioma ・ ・ ・ ・
Ep也lis …　… ・
Erosion . . . . . .
E調p七ion…　‥ ・
Erysipelas . ・ ・ ・ ・
E巾he皿a . ・ ・ ・ ・
Erythro皿yalgia : ‥
EthmOiditis　. . . .
Examination negative
Excoriation　. . . .
Exhaustion. . . . .
Exoph〇五a ・ ・ ・ 〇 ・
Exostosis　. . . . .
Eye, undiagnosed. .
Facialtic　. . . . .
Fauces  . . . . . .
Feetweak . . . . .
Fibroid. . . . . . .
Finger,trigger . . .
Fissure,rectal . . .
七h重oat . . . . .
Fistula, lachrymal. .
rectal . . . . .
Flatf○○t…　‥ .
Fla七ulence . . . . .
Follicle, Seba,CeOuS. .
Folliculitis, Pharyngeal
Fo重eig虹body. . 〇 ・
ea重　. . . . . .
eye ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
血ge章. . ・ ・ ・
f○○t　… . . .
hand　. . . . .
heel . . . . . .
nail . . . . . .
nOSe . . . . . .
th富oa  . . . . .
Fractu重e :
a調　. . . . . .
????????。。????㌢?????????????
Fr為9tu購-Co硯海側廟鼻　了
cartilage 、. . .,. .、.
radius .　.　. .
調b　　.　.　. . .
W轟st　.
Functional .
賢調的血C心os宣S .　.　.
Ga重lstones∴∴.∴.　.　.
Gang櫨o櫨
Gast調七is
ac鴫七e 、 ・・・。・一・
chronlc　　. . .あ.
G謎t調-ente玉髄S . . ∴. .
Ge直ito-urmary, undiag-
nosed　… ‥,・
Glands, e血arged　. .
enlarged鼻cervical . .
t心be章cula重　.　. .
vaglnal O
き1au○○皿a　/ . .  . .
Globu6　、
G嘉ossi七lS .
Glycosuna .
G01七重e
exophthalmic
GoⅡ〇番重血ea　　乙. . . .
G轟ppe.　　角.  . . .
G虹雨龍h,cCH竜Ⅹ . .
.ea章　.
elbow　　.　. . .
sたin . . . . . . . .
tendon　　.　.
Vagi皿l wa11
Hae皿ato粗a
龍盆e皿aセ調轟a. . .　` . .
HalltⅨVa屯us　　‥ . .
Hand,1ace定職ed., . . . .
Hayfeve重　. . . . . .
3
1
1
1
1
7
1
6
Headac脆・∵∵・∴　50
Hemicranla　　. . . , .　　2
鱒ea吋劇壇七重・言‥　3
disease　　.　. . .　　　5
5重
Heart,lesion . . . . . .
Weakness. . . . . .
Heatprostration . . . .
重争sh. . . . . . . .
Hemip宣egia. . . . . . .
「He皿o重心age . ・ ‥　‥
Cerebral . . . . . .
、C○皿ju虹ctival . . . .
Hemorrhagica . . . . .
Hemorrhoids . . . . . .
Hepatitis . . . . . . .
He皿ia　…　… . . .
ing正調al . . . . . .
u皿b抗cal. . . . . .
Herpes . . . . . . . .
zosきer . . . . . . .
Hipdisease. . . . . . .
tubercular . . . . .
Ho重de01伽m. . . . . . .
Housemaid’sknee. . . .
Hyo虹tis . . . . . . . .
Hydrocele . . . . . . .
Hydrocephalus . . . . .
Ⅲyp餅堤皿ia . . . . . .
Hyperkeratosis . . . . .
HyperoPia . . . . . . .
Hy。叢嵩二∴ ∴
Hyperplasia, . . ▲ . . .
Hypertrophy of tonsils and
《　adenoids . . . . .
Hysteria. . . . . . . .
享皿beci耽y　〇 ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
Imp塊igo. . . . . . . .
王m王や七ency i . . . . . .
Inanition　. . . . . . .
Indigestion. . . . . . .
acute　. . . . . . .
`Chronic　. . . . . .
.∵intestina,l　. . . . .
nerVOuS　・ . . . . .
Indispcisition . . . . . .
Inebriety . . .( . . . .
Infantileuterus . . . . .
工nfection,aCute. . . . .
工n組a皿皿ation :
“ g調阻・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
?????
?????㌦???
????????????
???????????????????????????????????
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In岨am皿a.tion - Conきl巌%ed.
heel . . . . . . . .
1abial　…　… .
SPeCi五c . . . . . .
urethra　. . . . . .
工皿丑ue皿za　. . . . . . .
Intumingeyelash . . . .
工nju章y :
五ngers. . . . . . .
雷〇〇七. . . . . . . .
knee. . . , . . . .
1ips ・ ・
nail . . . . . . . .
SPlne・ . . . . . . .
Insomnia　. . . . . .
Intertrigo . . . . . . .
Iridodialysis . . . . ・ ・
工htis　. . . . . . . .
Irritation sciatic nerve . .
trauma,tic　. . . . .
Ja調調髄ce. ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
Keloid…　‥ . . . /.
Keratitis. . . . . . . .
chronic　. .. . . . .
interstitial . . . . .
Phlyctenular . . . .
trarmatic　. . . . .
ulcerative　. . . . .
Keratoma . . . . . . .
Keratosis　. . . . . . .
Kidney,floa,ting ・ ・ ・ ・
dislocated , . . . .
hype鯵mia　. . ・ ・
irritation. . . . . .
movable . . . . . .
Knees,knocked. . . ・ ・
tubercular . . . . .
Lacerated cervix and peri-
ne調土工l　. . . . . .
Laceratedear. . . . . .
亀nge重. . . . ・ ・ ・
nail . . . . . . . .
Lachrymation . . . . .
Lac七atio虹. . . . . . . .
Laryngitis . . . . . . .
acl鼻七e　…　‥ , .
Laryngitis - Co巌n被ヲd・
ca七arrhal. . . . . .
/‾　　chro皿ic　. . .
tubercula,r . . .
Lateroversion. . . . . .
Leucoderma　. .
Leuco皿a. . . 、∴丁子.. . . .
Leucorrhea. . . . . . .
Lichen. . . . .
Lipomai∴, ‥ ・ ・ ・
Lithamia, . . . . . . -
Lit龍osis . . . . . . . .
Liver, hypertrophied . .
Locomotorataxia . . . .
し調bago　… ・ ・ ・ ・
Lupus ・ ・ ・ ・∴ ・ ・ ・ ・
erythematosus . . .
Lymphangitis . . .
Lymphodermia . .
Macula　. . . . . . .
Malaise,general. . . ・ l
Malaria∴ . . . . . .
Malingering . . . . .
Malnutrition . . . . .
Marasmus　. . . . . .
Mastitis . . . . . . .
Mastoiditis . . . . . .
へMas七urbatio機. . . . .
Matemity . . . . . .
Measles　. . . . . . .
Meatus, eXtema,1 auditory
Medical, undiagnosed .
Melancholia　. . . . .
Meningitis . . . . . .
Menopause. . . . . .
Menorrhagia . . . , .
Metorrhagia . . . . .
Metabolism. . . . . .
Metrit s . . . . . . .
Metropia. ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
Micturation, Painful. ・
Migraine. :・ ・ ‥ ・
Milia轟a　‥二・ ‥ ・
Miscarriage. ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
Mitral regurgitation . .
Mole　. . . … . ,
Molluscum contagios調m
??????????????。?????。???。????????
?
M〇七hitch　. , .
Mucous patches.
M調ps . . . .
Muscae volitanteS
Muscle strain . .
Myalgia . . . .
Mycosis . .
Mydriasis . . .
Myocardi七is . .
Myopia. .
Myositis . . . .
Myringitis . . .
Naevus　. . . .
Nailingrowing . . . . .
Narrowing of lachrymal
Canal　. . . . . .
Nebula　…　‥ . . .
Necr6sis,jaw. . . . . .
Nephritis . . . . . . .
Nerve a癒ection (ear) . .
Nervous . . . . . . . .
七hroat . . . . . . .
undiagnosed . . . .
Nel虹algia. . . . . . . .
intercostal . . . . .
Mor七〇n’s. , . . . .
Neurasthenia, . . . . . .
Neuritis . . . . . . .
Neurosis　…　‥ . . .
Nictitation . . . . _　-　_
Night-SWeatS . .
Nipples, CraCked.
Nomal　. , . .
Nose,Saddle . .
Nottreated　. .
Nysta,gmuS. . .
Obstruction, naSal
aorきic . . .
tear passage
Oedema . . . .
Oezena　. . , .
Opacity, COmeal
Ophthalmia . .
neona七〇でu皿.
SCrOfulous .
trarmatic　.
O phthalmoplegia
Orchitis . . . . . . .
Orthopedic, undiagnosed
Orbhopho轟a　… . .
Orthritis , . . . . . .
Osteitis . . . . . . .
Osteomyelitis. . . . .
O七algia　…　…音.
Otitisextema　. . . .
紬edia . . . . . .
me出a,aCute . . .
media, Catarrhal .
media, chronic . .
media, SuPPurative
Oto虹hea …　… .
Ovary, PrOlapsed . . .
0va五七is . . . . . . .
Paget’sdisease . . . .
Palpitation of heart . .
Palsy,Bell’s . . . . .
bi露h　. . , . . .
1ead . . . . . . .
Pan-OPhthalmitis . . .
Papil宣oma . . . . . .
Parassthesia　. . . . .
Paranoia. . . 、 . . .
Paralysis. . . . . . .
infanti宣e . . . . .
Paraplegia . . . . . .
Paresis　. . . . . . .
Paronychia. . . . . .
Parotitis . . . . . . .
Pediculosis　. . . . .
Perforated palate . . .
m鏡調brane . . . .
Sept調. . . . .
uvula . . . . . .
Perichronditis　. . . .
Peridentitis　. . . . .
Perineum, ruPtured. .
Periostitis . . . . . .
Peritonitis . . . . . .
Pemio. . . . . . . .
Perotitis . . . . . . .
Perspira,tion, eXCeSSive.
Pertussis. . . . . . .
Pharyngitis . . . . .
acute　. . _ . . _
????????????????????????????????
??????????????
??
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Pha重y組g請出- Co破約納棺d・
ca七a調ha上. . . .
chronic　. . . . .
f011icular. . . . .
調aSO . . . . . . .
Sped丘c ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
Phimosis. . . . . . .
Phlebitis . , . . . . .
Phlegm〇年. . . . . ・
Ph地裁s〇・ ‥ ‥ ‥
Pleuhsy . ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
Pleu章i七is . . . . . . .
Pleurodynia .∴ ・ ・ ・
Pne即皿Onia. . . . . .
Poisoning . . . . . .
Poliomyelitis . . ・ ・ ・
Polypus,ear . . . . .
重ec七al . . . . . .
th章oa七. . . . . .
cervical . . . . .
Post mastoid dressings.
nasal disch町ge . .
Pott’sdisease. . . . .
Powderineye. . . . .
Pregnahcy . . . . . .
Presbyopia. . ・ ・ ・ ・
Procidentia. . . . .
Proctitis . . . . . . .
Prolapsus,reCti. . . .
調te玉　…　‥ .
Prostate . . . . . . .
Prostatorthea,. . . .
Pr櫨五七us . . . . . .
Pso章iasまs . . . . . .
Psychosis . . ・ ・ ・
Pterygi側阻・ ・ ・ ・ ・
P七〇sis　… . . . .
Pube轟y . . ・ ・ ・ ・
Pus七山e　. . . . . .
Quincy, reCurrent . .
Rachitis . . . . . .
Ranula　. . . . . .
Raynaud,s disease. .
Rectal, undiagnosed.
Rectocele　. . . . .
Refraction . . . . .
Retina, detached . .
Retinitis . . . V. . .
Retraction of drin .
RetrQ創exion r. . . .
RetrQVerSion . . . .
良he側阻a七is血. . .∵
Rh紅塵・J‥ ‥; ・
しRickets ・ ・ ‥ニ‥
RidgeQn SePtum.. .
.Ringwom . ∴ ・∴
R皿down . . . . .
Ruptqre華壷uscle ・
Sacro-iliac餌sease. .
諜悪霊㌫∴ o:く
uterus ’ノ▲. . . .
Sca軍es
Scald ‥
Sおrle与薫Ver . ・ 、 ・
Scia七重Ca
S℃1er主七王s . .　. .　.
Scle千〇S宣S .書　・ ・
Sc01宣0SまS
Sc○rb調担$
Sc○七bma ・ .  .J.
Sc重o餌∞dema ∴ ・ ・
Seborrhさa . . .
Sehility .  . .  .
Sep七al ecchondrosIS .
七hu皿b. . .
七〇e　　. . . .
wo調d. . . .
Septicaemia. . . .
§houlders, rOund .
S重nuS　…・。・
ヽ　音
?????㌶???。???????????。?????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Skin eruption, SPeCific .
Skin, undiagnosed. . .
Spec脆c . . . . . ・ ・
Spematorrhea . . . .
Sphincter, irritable . .
Spinetrouble. . . . .
Spotsonfundus . . .
Sp重ain. . . . ・ ・ ・ ・
an立le　. . . . . .
back　. . . . . .
丘nge重. ` . . . .
f〇〇七. . . . . . .
hand　. . . . . .
長nee. . . . . . .
Shoulder . . . . .
toe　, . . . . . .
w轟st　. . . . . .
Spur,SePtal. , . . . .
Sq電孤七. , . ・ . . . ・
Stammering . . . . .
Sta,Phyloma. . . . . .
Stenosis . . . . . . .
lachrymalsac. . .
cervical canal . . .
0S　…　‥　. . .
皿i七重a宣. . . . . .
Sterility . . . . . . .
Stilli cidiun lachrymarum
Sting,bee . . . . . .
Stomatitis , . . . . .
Strabismus . . . . . .
COnVergent . . . .
柾vergen七. - . .
intemal　. . . . .
Strain . . … . . .
Stricture . . . . . . .
lachrymal duct . .
∞SOphageal . . .
rec七al . . . . . .
trarmatic　. . . .
urethra1 . . . . .
Subinvolution　. . . .
Sunstroke . . . . . .
Superfluoushair . . .
Supemrmerary digit. .
Surgical undiagnosed. .
Swollenlids　. . . , .
Synechia. . . . . . .
Synovitis . . . . . .
Syp虹鱒s　… . . . .
Tabesdorsalis　. . . .
Tachycardia . . . . .
Tapewo皿. . . . . .
Tendon,SeVered . . .
Tendo, SynOVitis. . . .
Throat, undiagnosed. .
Thrush　. . . . . . .
Thyroid , hypertrophied
Tinea . . . . . . . .
barbae. . . . . .
Capi七is. . . . . .
circina七a . . . . .
C重u調S　. . . . . .
soliⅧ肌. . . . . .
Tinnitus . , . . . . .
Toe,deformed . . . .
Tonguetied . . . . .
Tonsils and adenoids　.
Tonsi11itis　. . . . . .
Torticol櫨s . . . . . .
Toxines,retained . . .
Tracho皿a . . . . . .
Tra調a七is皿　. . . . .
Trichiasis　. . . . . .
Trichophytosis. . . . .
T心berculosis . . . . .
Tu皿O章. . . . . . . .
abdo調i皿al . . . .
breast . . . . . .
cheek , … . .
c○巧血c七iva . . .
fa七七y　…　‥ .
ha皿d　. . . . . .
Ⅱd　. . . . . . .
皿o調も血. . . . . .
neck. . . . . . .
Skin . . . . . . .
七a重sa重. . . . . .
testicle　. . . . .
u七eh血e　. . , . .
Tympanrm, rt]Ptured .
Typho遭. . . . . . ・
Typho-ma書arial condition
UIce重　. . . . . . . .
??????????????????????????????
?
?
Uまceで- Con寂の朗々d.
a虹kle . . .
a皿. . . .
buccal . . .
CO皿eal　. .
forehead . .
gas七五c. . .
ke重a七i七is . .
まeg . . . .
重id　. . . .
nOSe . . . .
Pharyngeal.
rectal . . .
ゝ　Septal . . .
SPeCific . .
tongue. . .
七〇nsil . . .
調皿b班cus　.
Urethra, irritable
Urethritis . . .
Uricacidremia. .
Urticaria. . . .
Uterus,atroPhy. . . .
enla重ged　… . .
Uvula, Chondalo皿ata Of
elongated . . . .
Vaccination
Vaginismus
Vaginitis.
Va瓦c○○ele
Varicosis.
Ve肌ca .
Ve露igo. .
Vesiculitis
Vulvitis .
Wen. . .
Womans, undiagnosed
Woms　… . . .
Wound　. . . . . .
eyeball . . . .
face . . . . . .
危1ger . . . . .
f〇〇七　. . . . .
fo重ea皿. . . .
forehead . . . .
h組d　. . . . .
heel . . . . , .
knee　. . . . .
Hp　… . . .
SCa宣p . . . . .
thigh . . . . .
Wrench, Shoulder . .
?????????????????
???????????????????
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Graduates of the Training School.
†Mrs. Lillian Bums-Din§mOre.
†Miss Arma H. Hunt.
Miss Dorcas K. Edgerton.
Miss Isabelle P. Gibby.
Miss FIorence L. Haskins.
*Miss Alice M. Howland.
Miss Alice L. Black.
Miss Alice H. Gould.
†Miss Ora B. Hannah.
Miss Lida, Hines.
Miss Myra Jerauld.
†Miss An正e Lamb.
†Mrs. Katherine V. Beal.
Miss Adelia M. Drake.
Miss Florence C. Gay.
*Miss Effie M. Jones.
†Miss Sallie Clearwater.
†Miss FIorence A. Cobb.
Miss Marion Lewis.
†Miss Helen Perrin.
†Miss Mary D. Gates.
†Miss Emma J. Gould.
Miss Margarita Groitt.
Miss Johanna Hanlon.
†Miss Sarah C. Lee.
1887.
*Mrs. Eleamor Cochler-Loomis.
Miss Mary P. Talbot.
1888.
Mrs. Helen M言McClannin.
†Miss Ada, Powers.
Mi s Ella F. Warren.
1889.
Miss Jennie McKay.
十Miss Wilhini皿a Rittman.
Miss Ca,therine Ru11.
†Miss Mary E. Wentworth.
†Miss Mary E. Wade.
1890.
†Miss Zoe L. Powers.
†Miss Carrie M. Thompson.
Miss Esther M. Upham.
Miss Jessie E. Wasgatt.
1891.
†Miss Alice W. Sutcliffe.
Miss Elizabeth J. Tisdale.
Miss Lena E. Woods.
1892.
†Miss Clara Ludgate.
†Miss Edith G. Smith.
M ss Edith S. Stephenson.
Miss A組na L. Whiton.
†Miss AIpha, L. Wilson.
Miss Li11ian M. Elkins.
Miss Harriet M. Filmore.
†Miss Sarah J. Glines.
Miss Rose E. Judge.
†Miss Helen B. Kidder.
Miss Lydia, S. Lunt.
†Miss,Helen F. Armington.
Miss Ellen S. Arm§trOng.
Miss Eleenah Bamum.
Miss May Bowlby.
Miss Lida Curtis.
Miss Mary C. Daly.
†Mrs. Anna, T. Flemming.
*Miss Neme Foskett.
†Mi雪S Nellie G・ Herrick.
†Miss Mary A. Howe.
Miss Elizabeth MacLerman.
Miss Ma’ry E. Brock.
Miss Nellie Brown.
†Miss Dorothy M. Cutts.
†Miss Frances Cole.
Miss Mercy M. Ca,SSel.
†Miss Catherine W. Cavannah.
Miss Lina V. Downs.
Miss Alice A. Fulton.
Miss Frances A. Groves.
Miss Ella Hamilton.
†Miss Anna, J. Arenbung.
Miss Katherine Brown.
Miss Jennie A. Breed.
Miss A. Belle Cheney.
*Miss Alice J. Davis.
†Miss Ma’ttie Davis.
M:iss Alma Dean.
†Miss Anna Fisher.
Miss Abbie M. Fullerton.
†Miss Mabelle A, Graham.
†Miss Emma C. Morey.
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1893.
M s  Barbara D. Marshall.
Miss Georgie A. Reed.
Miss Lora M. Richardson.
Miss Alice P. Sillars.
Miss Margarita L. Whitelaw.
†Mrs. Ca壷e P. Norwood.
†M s. Anna L. Pike.
Miss Cecelia J. Swi王t.
†Miss Jennie Sleep.
‾ †Miss E. Louise Stamers.
Miss Cynthia Steeves.
Miss Lucy J. Voshe11.
Miss Amy J. Vye.
Mrs. Margaret P. Waitt.
Miss Sara C. Read.
Miss M ry Ware.
1s95.
Miss Anna B. Lown.
Miss Elizabeth Lieber.
Mi s Mary E. Rice.
Miss Caroline E. Ryder.
Miss Elise Ruefli.
Miss Alice M. Theobald.
Miss Clemmie Todd.
Miss Alic6 Tucker.
†Miss Emma C. Wright.
1896.
Miss Elizabeth McLeod.
Miss Carlotta Marshall.
Miss E11a E. Severance.
Miss Gertrude A. Smith.
†Miss Nellie Statham.
Miss Belle D. Van Wart.
†Miss Aimee W. Vibber.
Mrs. Mary A. Wells.
†Mrs. Annie L. Wingate.
Mrs. May Ruth Whitman.
†Miss Elizabeth S. Young.
Miss Esther M. Beebe.
†Miss Carlotta Bond. ,
Miss埋ary S- Churchi11.
Miss Alexandria, Dickey.
Miss Florence A. Dunham.
Miss Mary V. Fennesey.
Miss Harriet Forbes.
†Miss Grace Ha,ロrWay.
†Miss Mary W. Hastings・
†Miss Clara, T. Higgins・
Miss Bessie I. Armstrong.
†Miss Janet Campbe11・
Miss Edith G. Creesy.
†Mrs. Susie F. Eldridge.
Miss Mary F. Fowler.
†Miss Christie A. Fraser.
Miss Lu6y Hoxie.
Miss Harriet M. Johnson.
Miss Clara B. Kimball.
Miss Sophia C. Malcolm.
Miss Alice I. Abbott.
Miss Janet L. Banwell.
Miss Mary E. Brooks.
Miss Helen F. Carr.
Miss Ruth E. Crittenden.
Miss Bertha CroSby.
†Miss Laura Dodge.
Miss Jessie V. Dunbar.
Miss Alice M. Eva楓S.
†Miss Hattie Gould・
Miss Helen Grant.
Miss Bemese Ha,rrison.
Miss Lilla M. Brown.
Miss Bertha, Carvell.
Miss Edith Colbum.
Miss Lena G. Currier.
†Miss Bessie Deane.
Miss Georgina, M. Durant.
*Miss Nellie M. Fox.
†Miss Annie M. Gammon.
†Miss Edith A" L. Ha11.
Miss Edna Hannah.
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1897.
Mrs. Hattie L. Martin.
Miss Crissie Mathews.
M ss Winifred Monroe.
M ss Sadie McKenna.
Miss Kate Gertrude Scott.
†Mi s Matgaret Shepstone.
Miss Edith M. Stanton.
Miss Susan E. Tracy.
Miss Elizabeth Watson.
†Miss Alice G. Weeks・
1898.
Miss Katherine McRae.
†Miss Georgina Paton.
†Mrs, Grace W. Perry.
†Miss Alice M. Poole・
*Miss Ruth W. Sawyer.
Miss Nellie B. Sherman.
Miss Grace Stewart,
†Miss Helen L. E. Taylor.
Miss Adelaide C. Wingate.
1899.
Miss Catherine Henry.
Miss Ida, Hutsel.
†Mi s Mary B. Ingham・
Miss Margaret A. La‘ne.
Miss Flora B. Lauderbum.
Miss Margaret F. McBride.
Miss Abbie F. Packard.
Miss FIorence H. Reed.
Miss Louise C. Sanger.
Miss Mina E. Wells.
Miss Pearl C. Winn.
1901.
†Miss Mabelle G. Hunter.
*†Miss Marietta Leadbetter.
Miss M. Annie MacLeod.
Miss Theodosia Manwell.
Miss Lucy G. Potter.
Miss Mary C. Root. f
Miss Martha E. Rowe.
Miss E鋪.e Steinhour.
Miss Margaret Vye.
Miss Anna K. D. Andersen.
†Miss Eldora E. Bligh.
Miss Annie Bowers.
Miss Mattie W. Brown.
Miss Charlotte Cadwell.
Miss Georgia, S. Coombs.
Miss Edith Creaser.
Mrs. Leonora B. Curier.
Miss Katherine S. Emery.
Miss Sara E. Ford.
Mrs. Alma M. Holbrook.
Miss E. Maud Jacobs.
Miss A. Gertrude Abbott.
†Miss Edith M. Boha,ker.
Miss Alice P. Goodwin.
Miss Alys Griswold.
Miss Gertrude Kerr.
†Miss Mary MacDonald.
Miss Amie Odell Morgan.
Miss FIorence M. Amazeen.
Miss Elizabeth R. Barrett.
Miss Laura M. Baxter.
Miss Mary B. Cobum.
†Miss Margaret Coffin.
Miss Maud I. Drummond.
Mrs. Alice H. Flash.
Miss Alice M. Harrington.
Miss Ma,bel S. Johnson.
Miss Rose M. Adams.
Miss Jessie Anderson.
Miss Lucy E. Ayer.
Miss Anna Barrett.
Miss Martha S. Campbell.
Miss Mae Chapin.
Miss Louise Crosby.
Miss M. Jean Diaz.
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1902.
†Miss Ella M. Jameson.
Mi§S Annie M. Lamson.
†Miss Laura M. Lawson.
†Miss Melissa McKinnon.
†Miss Hulda, Meyer.
Miss Edith Robbins.
Miss Fem M. Smith.
†Miss Clara Belle Soule.
Miss Caroline Sprague・
Miss Emma H. Stolte.
Miss Janet Tweedie.
1903.
Miss Clara B. Peck.
Miss Bertha E. Pimey.
Miss Alice Reeves.
Miss Cora R. Simpson.
†Miss Ha,rriet L. Stimson.
†Miss May H. Urquhart.
1904.
Miss Alice Lindsay・
Miss Bessie L. McGiu.
†Miss FIorence A. Merrill.
Miss Elizabeth E. Mudge.
Miss Emma W. Rankin.
Miss Margaret L. Schirmer.
Miss Grace M・ Soper.
M ss M. Frances Spurling・
Miss Blanche Wildes.
1905.
Mi s Alice Ellis,
†Miss Ethel W. Fanjoy.
Miss Elizabeth B. MacCully.
Miss Anna R. Maxwell.
Miss Maud E・ Papineau.
Miss Grace E. Phelps.
Miss Anna M. Pitfield.
Miss Grace E. Shadman.
Miss Wilhelmina Achenbach.
Miss Alice M. Adams.
Miss Lottie Atchison.
Miss Genevieve A. Dow.
晩ss Irene A. S. Ehlert.
Miss Emma A. E11ison.
Miss Susie P. Fenwick.
Miss Susame M. Freeman.
Miss Mary E. Gummerson.
Miss Sadie N. Higgins.
Miss Irene Ho班ngs.
Miss Ethel A. Hmphrey.
†蘭ar轟ed.
6重
1 906.
Miss E虹zabeth J. Hynes.
Miss Marion L. Jackson.
Miss Letitia G・ Ke宣ly.
Miss Lillian Lee.
Miss Anna L. Marsh.
Miss Ma章y E. Ma重tin.
Miss Gertrude Mattbews.
Miss Elizabeth H. Mills.
Miss Rebecca Page.
Miss Berta Pember.
Miss Edith H. Tweedie.
牽De∞ased.
Total nunber of graduates 314.
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Prospectus of the Training School for Hurses・
THE Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospita,l Training School
for Nurses was established in the year 1885. Its object is to
give instruction to women desirous of learfling the art of caring
for the sick. It is a department of the Massachusetts Hom-
ceopathic Hospital and is controlled by the Boa,rd of ‘Tmstees.
Th9 Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is a general
hospital, COntaining two hundred and fifty beds・ treating
upwards of four thousand patients each year, and offering
oppo血nities for a thorough pra,ctical experience in the follow-
1ng SerVices :
MEDICAL SuRGICAL
GYNECOLOGICAL OBSTETRICAL
NosE AND THROAT AuRAL
OpHTHALMOI,OGICAL DERMATOLOGICAL
ORTHOPEDIC NEUROLOGICAL
Teaching is also given in the operating-roOm and at the
various clinics.
Inst調Ction in the properties and preparation of food for
the sick is given in a kitchen especia’11y equipped for teaching
purpOSeS ・
The Superintendent of the Hospital, aS its executive o鯖cer・
has general皿anagement Of all matters relating td the School.
The Superintendent of Nurses has the immediate supervision
of the course of instruction and of the duties and discipline
of the nurses.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.
Applicants wishing to pursue the course of instruction
may apply personally or by letter to the Superintendent of
Nurses. Statements are required from two reliable citizens,
testifying to good moral character, and qua雌cations for
mdertaki重Ig the professional work; One from a physician
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certifying to sound health and unimpa,ired faculties・ also tha’t
she has been successfully vaccinated within two years; One
from her dentist stating that her teeth are in good condition.
A photograph of ea,Ch appheant is also required. She must
ha,Ve nO hereditary tendency to pulmonany or constitutiona,l
diseases, and must be free from the necessity of nursing
members of her own family during her course of training.
Applicants must not be less than twenty-One nOr OVer
thirty years of age, and of at least a,Verage height and
physique. They must give satisfactory evidence of ’ha,Ving
had a high-SChool education, Or its equivalent. The authori-
ties in charge of the Training School decide as to their fitness
for( the work and the propriety of reta,ining or dismissing them
at the end of the term of probation. A pupil,s comection
with the School may be teminated at any time in case of
misconduct, ine鯖ciency, Or neglect of duty.
Applicants are required to bring three pla’inly-made pink
and white striped wash dresses, Six clerica,1 1inen collars・ and
eight white aprons’Without bibs, One and one-half yards wide,
with負ve-inch hem, reaChing within an eighth of a yard of
the bottom of the dress, and the band fastened with two
buttons, tO be wom during the months of probation. AIso
two large bags and one sma11 bag for soiled cIothes; a, Shoe-
bag; a naPkin ring; a gOOd supply of plain undercIothing・
marked on bands with name in full; tWO Pa,irs of comforta,ble
high shoes, With low rubber heels; a long coat, and other
gaments suitable for a11 kinds of weather.
Hours of duty for day nurses are from 7 A.M. tO 8 p.M.
Night nurses from 8 p.M. tO 7 A.M. Bach nurse on day
duty is allowed two hours each day for rest and recreation,
one aftemoon each week and six hours on Sunday. This
time, however, may be changed or withheld should the inter-
ests of the Hospital demand it.
PREPARATORY CouRSE.
Applicants who are approved will be admitted for a prepar-
atory term of three months, during whch time they are under
the direct supervision of an instructor, SPending several hours
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each day in practical work in the wards of the Hospital, the
remainder in class work, Study, and recre晶on. The object
Of this course is to provide the student with some of the
fundamental knowiedge upon which nursing depends, tO
PrOVe her general fitness of disposition a,nd temperament for
the work and to insure the teaching of co調eCt and unifom
methods. In addition to the classes, 1ectures, and de皿on-
Strations which are held daily, the pupil is taught the simpler
PraCtical points of nursing, including the ca,re and cleanliness
Of wards・ bathrooms and utensils, 1inen and other cIosets;
SerVmg-rOOmS and refrigerators, SerVing of trays; bed-mak-
ing, Simple and for helpless pa,tients, ether beds, and the pre-
Vention of bed-SOreS; baths for cleanliness and a,S therapeutic
agents; enemata a,nd douches; the observa,tion of pulse,
temperature・ and respiration ; Charting ; methods of applying
heat and cold; disinfection and prevention of c○n七agion;
PreParation of patients for physica,1 examination; mOVing of
Patients ; making of pneumonia jackets, bandages, and surgl-
Cal dressings; uSe Of bandages and slings; PreParation of
Patients for ether and care of ether patients after operations;
Care Of fracture cases’making use of sa,nd-ba,gS, Cra,dles, etC. ;
the proper care of patients, surroundings and the use of the va-
rious appliances, utenSils, and materials used in nursing work.
Those who show adaptability for the work during this
tem, and pa,SS the required e琴aminations, are aCCePted a,S
PuPil nurses and allowed to wear the school unifom. They
Will then be required to sign an agreement to remain in the
School and confom to the rules a,nd discipline for three years
from the date of admission.
TuITION AND ExpENSES.
No charges are made for tuition. Pupils receive board,
1odging and a reasonable amount of laundry work from date
of entrance. When accepted as pubil nurses, an a11。Wan。。
Of six dollars ($6・00) per month is given to cover the cost of
unifoms, books, etC. Other expenses during the course of
training will depend entirely upon the habits and tastes of the
individual.
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VACATIONS.
Vacations are given between the first of June and the last
Of September. A period of three weeks is allowed ea,Ch
PuPil at the end of the first and second years・
SICKNESS.
In sickness a11 pupils are cared for gratui七OuSly・ The time
lost through this or any other cause must be made up.
ExAMINATrbNS.
Examinations a,re held at the close of each course of instruc_
tion・ They are both written and oral, and the standing of
the pupil is based upon the general cha,raCter Of work through-
Out the year・ aS Well as the results of examinations. Pupils
must pass in each subject before entering the work of the
fo1lowing year・ Those completing satisfactorily the full
tem of three years, and passing successfully the required
examinations, will receive the dipIoma and the badge of the
Sch○○l.
CouRSE OF INSTRUCTION.
The course of instruction covers a period of three years,
and the pupils are constantly engaged in practical work under
the immediate supervision of the Superintendent of Nurses,
her assis七a,ntS and the head nurses.
Regular courses of lectuI.eS by physicians and surgeons,
recitations and demonstrations, are given throughout the
year・
JuNIOR YEAR.
The Junior year in如des the study of Anato皿y and
PhysioIogy; Nursing, its Principles and Practice; Dietetics,
in class work and demonstrations in diet school ; and lectures
on Hygiene, Bandaging’Medica,1 a,nd Surgical Diseases, by
members of the sta節.
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INTERMEDIATE YEAR.
The Intermediate year includes Medical, Surgical, Gyne-
COIogical and Obstetrical work, Infectious Diseases and
Massage.
SEN重OR YEAR. `
Dt瓦ug the Senior year, in addition to the study of Special
Diseases, and Surgical Technique as taught in the operating-
rooms, the pupils are assigned such positions of responsibility
as皿ay be available, aCting as head nurses that they may
leam something of hospital administration.
動輪aS調e重,s A調u種l Repo章t
Fo京鴫E YEAR END重NG DEcEMBER 31, 1906.
LE。GER BALANCES, DECEMBER 31, 19O6.
DR.
Investment Bonds.
Investment Stocks.
敗o競gag憐. . . .
Real Esta鍵(p重o-
ductive) . . .
Real Estate (non-
P重Oductive) .
Illinois Centra1 3舞
(困leanor A.
Cla士量F血d) .
E. T. l〇五皿g Fmd
(I孤vest皿ent
acc○unt) . . .
Sumy Bank Home
Wi11ia皿　O. Ma調,
Superintendent
Casb　. . . . . .
$798,623.00
170,096.00
37,500.00
18l,500.00
395,915.78
8,000.00
12,042.25
14,608.49
500.00
8,228.55
$宣,627,O14.07
CR.
GeneralFund. . .
Elisha T、 L〇五調g
Fund (Income
ac∞調t) . . .
Joseph P. Paine
F調nd . . ○　○
Henry L. Pierce
F皿d . . . .
Pe最玉nsF皿d. . ,
RindgeFund. . .
ColbyFund . . .
DownesFund　. .
Wa宣es Wa重d F調d.
Maintenance Fund.
Rousmaniere Fund.
RugglesFund . .
Sunny Bank Home
E孤dow皿en七,
Robert Chades
Billings F調d.
The Doctor and
Mrs. Israel Tis_
dale Talh七
Fund (income
for free bed) .
The John Parker
Townsend Be.
ques七. . . .
Elizabeth W. Stev_
ensFund’ . .
$639,8 99.85
12,069.52
8,000.00
603.65
4,131.05
823, 700. 00
22 , 500.00
25, 000  00
5,000. 00
5,000.00
1,250.00
55 ,360  00
5,000.00
3 ,000. 00
$l,627.014.07
? ?
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C. H. WATSON, Treasurer, ;n accoun白#脇
DR.
BalanceofcashonhandJan. 1, 1906. . . .
Receipts on account of Principal -
Securitiessoldandmatured . . . . . . .
Sale of real estate, 14 BunOughs Place . .
CollateralLoanpaid . . . . . . . . . .
Cash received from Homceopa,thic Medical
Dispensary . " . . ・ … . ・ . .
DonationofS.W.Richardson . . . . . .
Sale of meadow land at Northampton . .
Legacies and Donations -
Estate of John Parker Town-
se皿d　… . . . . . . .
Estate of Joseph P. Paine. .
Donation of South Boston Sa_
maritanSociety . . . . .
Estate of Ednah D. Cheney .
Estate of Elizabeth W.Stevens
Estate of Harriet F. Warren.
Estate of George O. Smith .
$12,241.25
9,555.94
15,000.00
1,390.30
100.00
400.00
$3,000.00
3,495.65
1,000.00
90.00
5,000 00
5,000.00
5,000.00
--　22走85.65
$61,273.14
Receipts on account of Income 」
Interest on Invest-
ment Bonds . . $36,966.67
Less accrued interest
on Investment
Bonds bought .　422.22
--　36,544.45
Dividends on Investment Stocks　6,625.62
Re皿七s -
AdamsHouse . . $4,500.00
BeckHal上. . .　6,075.24
BunOughs Place .　560.40
Ihterestonmortgages . . .
Interest on bank balamces. .
Stlbscriptions a,nd dona,tions.
Interest on co11ateral loan. .
Estate of Elizabeth Wyman.
Cash account of sundry bills -
FromJ.L.Grandin . . .
AmomおCαγγied fo糊′aγd,
$4,435.78
11,135.64
1,352.50
399.84
295.00
27.08
150.00
327 75
$56 857.88 $61,273.14　$4,435.78
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THE MASSACHUSETTS HoM偶OPATHIC HospITAL.
CR.
Payments on a,CCOunt Of Principal -
Securities purchased … ・, ‥
Permanent Improvements -
Piping . . . . . . . . . .
TerrazoFIoors. , . . . . .
Plu皿bing . . . . . . . . .
Plastering. . . …　‥ .
Scale.fo皿dation . . . . . .
Wagonsca,le. . . . . . . .
FIooringto fire escape. . . .
Re-locatingstairs . . . . .
Ironbalcony . . . . . . .
CarpenterWOrk . . . . . .
Heatingapparatus . . . . .
Laborandmaterial. . . . .
Ma士blework. . . . . . . .
Fumiture . . . . . . . . .
Electricalsupplies . . . . .
Libra’ryBureau . . . . . .
Harvardvibrator　. . . . .
Hos車七alSupplyC0. . . . .
Repairingroof. . . . . . .
Sundry improvements at 12
East Brookline Stree七. . .
. $37,950.00
BrooklifleStreet,Boston . . . . . .　8,000.00
Ccmmission on sale of 14 Bu調Oughs Place ‘.　　95.00
Payments on a,CCOunt Of Income -
Annl瓦七ies鵜
E.M.Wheelock . , . . . .
HelenWheelock . . . . . .
Clark Fund臆
Payment on account of Inco皿e
Lo轟虹g F調d -
Premium on Trustee,s Bond
Expenses -
Auditing Treasurer’s Accounts
A棚の融Caγγi〆ナO糊aクd,
$53,037.02
$100 00
100.00
13.35
20. 00
$233.35
$25. 00
$25.00　$233.35　$53,037.02
?????????????????????
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C. H. WATSON, Treasurer,あo accoα融的鵬
DR.
A棚o悌触れ0懲戒fo糊α〆d, $56,857・88 $61,273・宣4　$4,悠5・78
From Elcanor J. Clark . ‥　　216・30
Cash from insurance companies
on accountoffire loss　. .　　352.00
Premium retumed by G. O.
Car賞血e章…　…　‥60
Rebate of taxes on bank stocks.　　95.1O
」　　　　音節7,621.88
Receipts from Wm. O. Mann’Superintendent. 92,704.25
Recei卸s account of Sunny Bank Home ‥　"　1,212.72
Donations account developmeut of Ja皿aica
Pl護れしand　…　…　…　…　2,350.00
臆臆　　　臆臆　215,001.脚
$219,497.77
7章
THE MASSACHUSBTTS HoM①OPATHIC HospITAI,.
C京.
A桝0α仰S bγ0堆煽io糊α′d,
One-half Engineer’s bi1重　for
measures taken to prevent
harm to Adams House in
∞nneCtion with subway .
Insurancepr(inrms . . . .
Premi側m on Treasurer,s Bond
Rent ofsafe deposit box. . .
Printing armual report . . .
Advertising annual meeting .
Posta.ge on annual reports. .
Pos七als, Printing and postage.
Use of Boston U血versity Lab-
O重atOry　…　… . . .
SalaryofSecretary. . . . .
Sa宣a重yofTreasu鳩で… . .
Exchangeoncheck. . . . .
hoss by fire (COVered by in-
§uranCePaid) . . . . . .
Bills paid血om cash received
from J. L. Chandin and
EleanorJ. Clark. . . . .
125・00　章233・35.‡53,037.02
6.00
1,033 18
125.00
75.00
253.00
1.95
60.00
24. 95
500. 00
100.00
1,000、00
.10
352. 00
544  05
4, 100.捌
Pay皿entS tO Wm. O. Marm, Superintendent. 147,925.26
Payments on account of Sunny Bank Home.　3,623.36
Subsc轟ptions to deve置opment of Jamaica Plain
Landretumedtosubscribers . . . .　2,350.00
Balance of cash on hand December 31, 1906
158,232.20
8,228.55
$219,497.77
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SECURITIES ON HAND DEC・ 31’1906.
$50,000 American Telephone & Telegraph Co. 4s・ July, 1929・
75,000 Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. ¥(General Mtg・) 4s'
Oc七〇ber, 1995.
10,000 Atchison, Topeka & Sa,hta Fe Railway Cb. (Adjustmenl) 4s・
July, 1995・
25,000 Central Raihoad Co. of New Jersey・ 5s’July’1987.
15,000 Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Co. 5s, May’1939.
25,000 Chicago Junction Railways & Union Stock Yards 4s・ April,
23,000 Chica,gO & Northwestem Railway Co. 5s・ April・ 1929.
20,000 Chicago & Eastem Imnois 5s・ November, 1937"
10,000 Chicago & West Michigan Ra,itway Co・ 5s, December, 1921.
25,000 Cicero & Proviso Street Railway Cb. 5s, May, 1915.
20,000 Crosstown Railroad・ 5s・ October, 1996・
15,000 Clev。and, Lorain & Whee血g Railway Co. 5s・ October, 1933.
10,000 Chicago’Rock Island & Pac漁c Railway’1st 4s・ April, 1934.
10,000 I11inois Centra,1 R.R. Co. (Loulsville Division) 31s・ July・ 1953.
10,000 Il血ois Ceatral R.R. Co. (St. Louis Division) 3is,珂y, 195l・
15,000 Loulsville & Jeffersonville Bridge Co. 4s・ Ma,rCh・ 1945.
35,000 Lake Shore & Michigan Southem Railway・ 4s, September’1928
20,000 Mexican Central Ra,ilwa‘y Co. 4互S, February・ 1907.
10,000 Michigan Sta,te Telephone Co. 5s・ February・ 1924∴
10,000 M垂tic Va,11ey Street Railway CO・ 5s・ January, 1919"
10,000 New York, Outario & Westem R.R. 5s, June・ 1941.
35,000 New Yo血Central & Hudson River R.R. Co. 4s・ May, 1934.
10,000 Nev Yo血Central & Hudson River R.R. Co. 3あJuly・ 1997.
25,000 Northem Paci丘c Railway CO・ 4s, January, 1997.
20,000 Northem Pa,Cific-Cireat Northem R.R. 4s・ July・ 1921. ′
10,000 Oregon Short Line R.R. 6s・ February・ 1922.
10,OOO Oregon R.R. & Navigation, 4s, June・ 1946・
10,OOO Oregon Short I,ine・ 4s, December, 1929.
25,000 Pemsylvania Steel E担pment・ 3あDecember' 1909・
15,000 Puget Sound Power Co. 5s, June, 1933.
20,000 Southem Paci丘c of New Mexico, 6s, January, 1911.
15,000 St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway, 5s, April’1931.
10,000 St. Louis & San Francisco R.R. 5s, July, 1931.
15,000 St. L。uls Termina,1, 4!s, October, 1939.
10,000 Southem Pacific Railroad, 4s, January, 1955.
10,000 Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Railway Cb. 4s・ June’1946・
20,000 Union Pacific Railroad Co. 4s, July, 1947.
20,000 United Sta,teS Rubber Co. 5% notesr 1908・
10,000 United Trac七ion & Electric Co. 5s・ March・ 1933.
15,000 West End Street Railway Co. 4去S, Ma,rCh’1914.
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60,000 Westem Telephone & Telegraph Co. 5s, January, 1932.
10’000 Westem Union Telegraph Co. 4如, May, 1950.
10,000 Westinghouse Electric Co. 5s, January, 1931.
150 shares Bedford Trust.
100 shares Boston & Albany Railroad Co.
9 shares Boston & Northwest Real Estate Co.
2 shares Calrmらt & Hecla Mining Co.
250 shares Central Building Trust.
250 shares Constitution Wharf.
164 shares Fitchburg Railroad Co. Preferred.
19 shares Merchants National Bamk, Boston.
19 shares National Bank of Commerce, Boston.
150 shares New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co.
200 shares Pemsylvania Railroad Co.
75 shares Berkeley Trust.
Mo汚gαgeS.
GeorgeS.Rice. . . .
G.W.Jackson. . . .
Estate Abby S. Morton
H.H.Sawyer . . . .
Boys,Cltlb’Lynn . .
T.M.Smi七h . .一. _
$1 1 ,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
3,500.00
8,000.00
$37,500.00
Respectfully submitted ,
CHARLES H. WATSON,
TγeαS%γeれ
The undersigned, Finance Committee of the Massachusetts Homaso。
Pa,thic Hospita,1’have caused the foregoing account to be audited mdef
七he direction of William Fram址n Hall, eXPert ac∞血taat, Who
reports the same correct and properly vouched. The Co皿mittee has
examined the securities in the hands of the Treasurer’and finds them
as called for by the auditing expert.　　　　　　　　　　　　.
C. R. CoDMAN,
SpENcER W. RICHARDSON,
Finα卿e Com脇巌%.
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Donatio調s fo章1906.
Subscription to Lαdfes’Home Jo約・mらMrs. J. L. Grandin.
Subscription to Ouめo鳥, Mrs. J. L. Grandin.
Subscription to Womαds Home Comクa毒o職, Mrs. Alfred H.
B atcheller.
Subscriptions (3) to Bosion Tγa郷CγipらSamuel P. Mande11.
Subscriptions to 24 leading magazines, A. F. Estabrook.
Copy of Boeminghausen’s “ Characteristics and Repertory ,,
for Medical Library, Dr. C. M. Boyer.
Copy of “ Life of Lincoln,’’for Hospital Library, Miss Sarah
E. Nickerson.
Magazines and books from Anon. (SeVeral times).
“　``　“　“ Mrs・ A. B. Barton (SeVeral times).
“　　“　　=　　　=　Mrs. Catherine Baker.
``　　“　“　`’ Dr. James Bartlett.
“　　“　　生　　　れ　Miss Anna Colburn.
“　“　“　“ Mrs. Thomas Doliber (SeVeral
times).
W. Du龍el,
A. F. Estabrook.
Mrs. Frazier.
Howard Gould (for Third Surgical
岨○○r).
“ J・ R. Heard (severaltimes).
“ Mrs・ Ha調iet N. Houghton (twice).
“　Mrs. William Rockwe11.
“　Mrs. Charles Rollins.
“ Mrs.J.J. Shea.
“　Dr. Win丘eld Smith.
“　Mrs. Stoddard.
“ Dr.W. H.Tobey.
“　Mrs. Charles Tumer.
“ Universal Brotherhood (Christ-
mas)
“ Margaret Watson.
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FIowers from Anon. (SeVeral times).
“　“ J. S. Bailey (twice).
“　“ Mrs. Charles Blake (twice).
“　“ Miss Ne11ie Cauter (every Saturday during the
year).
J・ M. Clark.
Mrs. C. C. Converse (SeVeial times).
Mrs. Albert Cooper.
Mrs・ Joseph Curtis and daughter.
Dr. John Dixwell.
Mrs, Thomas Doliber.
Episcopal Church , Cohasset (every week through・
Out Summer).
Mrs. A. F. Estabrook (SeVeral times).
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Evans (SeVeral times).
First Church (Easter greeting).
C. W. FletcheI..
J・ V. Fletcher and Sons (twice).
Manchester FIower Mission (SeVeral times dur-
ing summer).
“　“ Mrs. S. H. Parshley.
“　“ p料ker Memorial FIower Mission (2 baskets).
Fruit, from Mrs. M. L. Butters (Thanksgiving and Christmas).
Fruit, from H. C. Thacher.
Plants,紅om A. F. Estabrook (Vose Ha11).
Children’s paper dolls amd dresses, from Miss I. Dunscombe.
“　papers, from M.E. Church.
“　scrap-book, from Miss Eleanor Grew.
“　toys, from Mrs. George Watson.
“　worsted slippers, from Miss S. Abbie Boomer.
`’　cards and va,1entines, from Ralph Lamont.
“　valentines, from Maple St. Juniors of Danvers.
“　　　　=　　　　``　Martha D. Snow.
“　　　　同　　　　村　Florence E. Francis.
1 doz. sheets, 1 doz. pi11ow slips, 50 yards curtain muslin, for
Collamore Ward, Miss Helen Collamore.
3 spreads, 3 blankets, 4 table scarfs, 1去doz. sheets, 1去doz.
Pillow cases, 3 doz. towels, l doz. bath towels, 3 bureau
SCarfs, from ladies of First Church.
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1 pu癒’6 flamel undervests, 6岨annel underdrawers, 2 flannel
Petticoats, 6 pairs ‾stockings, 6 pairs bed shoes, 1 night-
gown’7 cotton drawers, 5 dusters, 3 handkerchiefs, 2
flamel wrappers’13 towels’18 diapers, from Needle-
WOrk Guild (Mrs. T. D. Lockwood).
1 doz. sheets, 1 doz. pillow slips, 3 doz. towels, i doz. spreads,
与doz. bath towels, for Piper Ward, from William Tag-
ga,rd Piper.
1 doz. sheets, 1 doz. pillow slips, 3 doz. towels, 1 doz. spreads,
舌doz. bath towels, for Leonard Ward, from George H.
Le onard.
1 doz. sheets, 1 doz. pillow slips, 3 doz. towels,圭doz. spreads,
与doz. bath towels, for Estabrook Ward, from Arthur
F. Estabrook.
1 doz. sheets, 1 doz. pillow slips, 3 doz. towels, 2 doz. bath
towels,圭doz. spreads, for King Ward, from Mrs. Frank
King Nash.
3 doz. towels, 1 pair blankets, for Cecil Ward, from Mrs.
Thoma,S Doliber.
1 pa,ir crutches, from Warren D. Church.
1 wheel-Chair, W. H. Walker.
1 wheel-Chair, from Mrs. Thomas Doliber.
Old linen, from Mrs. Charles Tumer.
Old linen, from Spencer W. R王chardson.
2 doz. face cIoths, 1 doz. towels, from Mrs. Curtis.
Tickets for Art Club, F. R. Tibbetts (several times).
$125 for Nurses’Home, from雫eg証ald H. Jones.
$9.45 from Harry J. Simpson.
2 pictures for Reed Ward, from Miss Helen J. Faming.
2 pictures for New Church Ward, from Thimble Club, New
Church.
$500 for iron fence around lawn in front of Hospital, A. F.
E stabrook.
Bible Mission Training School, Music by Quintette.
Hospital Music Fund, Dr. John E. Dixwe11.
180 1bs. of soap, from Lysander Kemp & Son.
1 case of soap, from Mitchell, Wing & Co.
75 1bs. of turkey, from DePaoli Mosaic Association.
200 1bs. of turkey,紅om J. V. Fletcher & Sons.
閥3 1bs. of candy (for Nurses), from Mr. and Mrs. Thwing,
50 1bs. of candy, from Cobb, Bates & Yerxa.
50 1bs. of nuts, from Wa,SOn & Co.
Christmas Trees, from Pu債er Brothers.
Toys for children, from Miss Ja,皿eS.
Toys for children, from Mrs. Fitch.
Candy, etC., for c皿dren, from Miss Gillogly.
5 dolls for children, from Mrs. Maude E. Everdean.
100 gifts for patients, from Episcopal City Mission.
Cards for Cecil Ward, from Mrs. Thoma,S Doliber.
$5 for Christmas from George H. Leonard.
$5 “　　　``　　　``　Charles H. Watson.
$5 “　　`く　　“　Carpenter-Morton Co.
$5 “　　“　　“　Taylor&Mayo.
$10 “　　“　　　り　Mrs. Thomas Doliber.
$25 “　　“　　“　Chase &Sanborn.
$25 “　　``　　“　Miss Eleanor J. Clark.
GIFTS FOR SuNNY BANK HoME.
Magazines, from Prof. Willoughby, Miss E. E. Ricker,
Glass dishes and waste basket,缶om Miss Cummings.
Vases, from Mrs・ Mary Melvin and Mrs. Agnes Percival.
Chairs, fro重ri Mrs. Bertha Sherman.
Toys, from Mrs. Josie Dunshee.
Free Beds.
DuRING the first six years of the Hospital, any PerSOn, by
Paying one thousand do11ars to the permanent fund, COuld
SeCure the life use of a free bed. Eight such free beds were
established. But it was found that the income of the su皿
thus paid was only su飴cient to sustain the bed a few wecks
in each year; and, though the Trustees did not fear any
essential loss to the Hospital from this source, yet they
thought it would be more satisfactory to a11 to make the cost
Of the bed nearly su鯖cient to meet the expense of it for the
time ocoupied. Accordingly, in 1877言t was so arranged
that any person who pays one thousa虹d do11ars may have
the life use of a free bed three months in every year; tWenty-
five hundred dollars entitles the donor to the life use of the
bed all the time; and five thousand dollars establishes a pe虹
manent free bed which may always be kept occupied by the
donor, and which the Hospital shall be bound to maintain
after his decease; Or it may be given immediately to the
Hospital for its permanent use, under such name a§ may be
designated and arranged.
An annual subscription of one hundred and fifty do11ars
entitles the donor to the use of a free bed for six months in
the year. Temporary free beds may be secured, tO be used
at any ti皿e Within one year, at the regular hospital rates, tO
the full amount of the sum paid. This plan enables- anyOne
to orm a free bed to the full amount which he may contribute
Or Obtain, by subscription or otherwise, for the Hospital.
By the terms of the grant of one hundred and twenty
thousand dollars from the Sta,te , the Trustees agree to main-
tain at least twenty free beds in the Hospital.
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I‘ist of Pem鵬血ent Free Beds, Jan. l, 1907.
轟 綴
薫
欝欝
1 permanent free bed
l permanent free bed
l permanent free bed
l permanent free bed
詩整灘
篤認諾護
欝護謹
上Permanent f龍e bed
35　　　/
Life free bed
Life free bed
Life hee bed
Life free bed
Life free bed
しife紅ee bed
A孤nual f重ee蘭
??????
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By-Laws of the Corporation.1
ARTICLE l. The corporation sha11 be composed of the
PerSOnS named in the ac七incorporating certain persons by
the name of the “ Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital,’’of
SuCh persons a? may be at any legal meeting of the corpo-
ration nominated and elected as members, a,nd a,1so of a11
SuCh persons as shall ha,Ve COntributed the sum of $100, Or
upwards, at any One time.
ART. 2. There shall be a meeting of the corporation on
the fourth Tuesday in January in each year, tO be -Ca11ed the
Annual Meeting, at Which七he fo1lowing o鯖cers shall be
elected, namely, a President, four Vice-Presidents, SuCh num-
ber of Tmstees as the corporation sha,11 determine, nOt eX-
Ceeding thil.ty, a Secretary, and a, Treasurer, tO SerVe One
year, and till others sha11 be chosen and quali丘ed in their
Stea,d. Any person elected to, and signifying his acceptance
Of, either of the o範ces mentioned in this article, Sha11 become
thereby a member of the corporation during the term of
o鯖ce. Any vacancy ocourringノin the Board of Trustees
may be糾ed by the Board.
In addition to七he number of Trustees above referred to,
five members are to be a,PPOinted by the Govemor with the
advice and consent of the Council, under the provision of
Chapter 358 of the Statutes of 1890; and the. persons so
appointed shall be members of the corporation for their
terms of o臆ce.
ART. 3. Notice of the A調nual Meeting sha11 be given by
the Secretany, in one or more newspapers printed in Boston,
at least fourteen days, and by ma,il five days, PreVious to the
day of meeting; but sa,id meeting may be continued紅om
time to time, until business thereof shall be accomplished,
the Secretary giving at lea,St One day’s notice of the time
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and place of said adjoumment言n, a neWSPaPer P血ted in
Boston.
ART. 4. The President’Vice-Presidents, Secretary, and
Treasurer shall be, e肌0砺〆0, members of the Board of Trus-
ART. 5. The President sha11 preside at all meetings o王
the corporation, and of the Boa’rd of Trustees, if present, and
Sha11 have power七o order special meetings of the corporation
Or Board of Trustees’Whenever, in his opinion, it ma’y be
expedient, the Secreta,ry giving at least seven days, notice
Of such special meetings of the corporation in one or more
Of the newspapers printed in Boston’and at least two days,
notice of such special meetings of the Board of Trustees to
be sent by mail to each of the members.
血the absence or incapacity of the Presidentl Or VaCanCy
Of the o範ce,七he Senior Vice-President shall perform the
duties which devoIve upon the President.
ART. 6. The Trustees shall constitute a Board for the
immediate management of a11 the property and concems of
the Institution. They shall make such by-1aws, rules, and
regulations to govem their action as they may deem expe-
dient, nOt inconsistent with the Charter and By-Laws of the
COrPOration. They shall meet at such times and places as
they shall by vote determine, Or aS the President may direct;
and all questions which come before the Board sha11 be deter-
mined by a majority of the Trustees present and vQting
thereon. Five members of the Board shall constitute a
quomm for the transaction of business・ They shall have
POWer tO take any measures which they sha11 deem expedient
for encouraging subscriptions, donations, and bequests to the
COrPOration; tO Petition the Legislature for any additional
grants or privileges, and for such amendments and altera-
tions of the several acts relative to the corporation as they
may think advis争ble; tO take charge of and watch over the
general interests and concems of the Institution; tO enter
into and bind the corporation by such compacts and engage-
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ments as they may deem advantageous; tO Sell real estate,
and authorize the Treasurer with the approval of a majority
of the Committee on Finance to execute amd deliver all deeds
or other instruments necessary to convey the same ; tO aPPOint
amua11y, Or Otherwise, all proper and necessary physicians,
SurgeOnS, 0鯖cers, aSSistants’and servants, for the superinten-
dence and management of the respective departments, with
such salaries and allowances as they may from time to time fix
and determine; tO make such rules and regulations for the
govemment of said physicians, SurgeOnS’O鐙cers, attendants,
and servants, and for the admission of patients, and the well
ordering a,nd conducting of the respective departments of the
Institution, aS tO the皿may seem proper and expedient;
グ0誘ded, however, that the said By-Laws, rules, and regula-
tions sha11 at a,11 times be subject to be altered or amended
by the corporation at their Amual Meeting, Or at any legal
meeting specia11y ca11ed for that purpose. And少o槻
ヂ附脇eγ, that all Standing Orders made by any Board of
T即stees sha11 be in force until altered, amended, Or rePealed
by the said Board, by some future Board of Trustees′ or by
the corpc!ration.
They shall cause a fair record of all their doings to be
kept, Which sha11 be laid before the corporation at every
meeting thereof; and at every Amual Meeting they shall
make a written report on the Treasurer’s accounts and on the
general state of the Institution, COmPrlSmg an aCCOunt Of the
receipts and expenditures of the corporation, a statement Of
the number of patients ad血itted and discharged during the
year in each department, and all such other matters as may
be of importance and interest to the ∞rPOration; and for
this purpose they sha11, at SOme PreVious meeting, apPOint a
committee of the Board.
ART. 7. The Secretary shall notify and attend all meet-
ings of the corporation and of the Board of Trustees, and
Sha.11 keep a dis七inct record of the doings of each.
ART. 8. The Treasurer sha11 give bonds, With s耽eties,
to the satisfaction of the Board of Trustees, Conditioned for
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the faithful discharge of his duties. He shall receive and
have the custody of a11 moneys, bonds, nOteS, deeds, and
Other securities belonging to the corporation. which he sha11
keep and manage, under the direction∴amd controI of the
Board of Tmstees, Or Of their Committee of Finance. He
Shall pay no money but by order of the Board of Tmstees,
Or Of their committees duly authorized by the Board to draw
on him章herefor. He sha11 render an account of the state of
his books and of the f皿ds and property in his oustody when
Ca,1led for by the Trustees or corporation, and he shall make
up the accounts to the last day of December in each year;
Which accounts, ProPerly audited, Sha11 be laid before the
CO卿Oration at their Amual Meeting・ He shall upon a vote
of the Board of Tmstees, Certified to by the Secretary, Or by
Written ins七ructions signed by a majority of the Finan∞
Committee’invest moneys or property belonging to the Hos-
Pital’Se11 or exchange any investments, aSSign, foredose or
give partial release of mortgages or discharge the sa皿e before
皿atu五七y.
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Standing Orde重s of他e Tr購tees.
ARTICLE I.
There shall be quarterly meetings of the Trustees at the
Hospital on the third Tuesday of January, April, July, and
October, at 3 p.M., and a七these meetings an reports a,nd
accounts sha11 be la,id before the Board. The Armual Meet_
ing of the Trustees shall be held on the first Tuesday of
February, at the Hospital, at 3 p.M.
ARTICLE H.
The Tmstees §hall’at their Annual Meeting, aPPOint the
following standing committees’tO Serve for one year and
until their successors are appointed:
1. A Finance Committee, tO COnSist of three members, tO
advise with the Treasurer, amd to audit his accou調ts, for
Which purpose the Committee shall have power to empIoy
experts. The Treasurer is authorized to invest money or
ProPerty belongihg to the Hospital, afld to sell or exchange
any investment, Only in accordance wi也a vote of the Board
Of Trustees, Certified to by the Secretany’or by written in-
st調ction signed by a majority of the Finance Committee.
2. A Committee of Ways and Means, tO COnSist of seve孤
members, Whose duty it Shall be to obtain funds for carry-
ing on the Hospital, tO SOlicit subscriptions, and to report to
the Treasurer.
3. A Committee on Nominations, tO COnSist of five mem・
bers, who shall report to the Tmstees in writing their
recom皿endations in regard to all nominations made by the
Medical Board, Or the Out-Patient Sta魔.
膏5
Noriations made by the Medical Boand or the Out-Patie種t
Sta癒shall be made directly to this Co皿mittee, and the Co皿-
mittee sha11 report to the Tmstees at the next meeting of
the Trustees.
They shall also report at the meeting in January a list of
candidates for election as a Medical Board.
ARTICLE III.
1. Unless otherwise ordered by the Trustees, the Presi-
dent of the Hospita,1 shall, at the Annual Meeting of the
Trustees, nOminate, Subject to the approval of the Board,
thirteen Tmstees to serve upon the fo11owing Advisory
Committees for one year’Or until their successors are ap-
POinted, tO Wit:
1st. A Hospital Committee, tO COnSist of five members,
and to exercise its functions in a11 departments of the Insti-
tution, eXCePt SuCh as the Trustees may place in the juris-
diction of another Committee.
2d. A Committee on the Matemity, tO COnSist of five
members.
3d. A Committee on the Out-Patient Department, tO
COnSist of five members.
These Committees shall advise with the Superintendent in
relation to a11 matters relating to their several departments ;
and all bills for supplies, fumiture, and ordinary repairs, with
all pay-rOlls, Sha11 be approved, before payment, by the
Advisory Committee of the Department for which the bills
are incurred, Or by the Chairman or other member of said
Co皿mittee, When duly authorized by said Committee. Vacan-
Cies upon any Advisory Committee shall be釦1ed by the
President of the Hospita,1, Subject to the approval of the
Trustees・ Ea,Ch Advisory Co町mittee sha11 meet monthly at
SuCh times as it may determine, Or When called together by
the Superintendent. The severa,1 Advisory Committees sha11
report to the Trustees upon all important matters relating
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to their several Departments, With any suggestions which they
may deem advisable; and shall bring to the a七tention of the
Trustees any matters upon which, in their judgment, the
Trustees should be informed.
ARTICLE IV.
The Chairmen of the several Advisory Committees shall
be a committee to audit the accounts of the Superintendent,
and to advise with him as to the method and system of keep-
ing the accounts that he is required to keep; and a11 drafts
made by the Superintendent upon the Treasurer shall be
approved, be士ore payment’by the Auditing Committee・ Or
by some member thereof duly authorized by said Committee・
The Auditing Committee sha11 have power to e皿PIoy
expert assistance in exammmg aCCountS. It sha皿meet
monthly at such times as it may detem血e, Or When ca,1led
toge七her by the Superintendent.
ARTICLE V.
1. At the Amual Meeting of the Tmstees a Superinten-
den七Sha11 be appointed to hold o範ce for one year’and until
his successor is appointed, at SuCh salary as may be丘Ⅹed by
the Trustees.
2. The Superintendeflt Shall give his professional services
wholly to the Hospital, and shall have the charge amd cofltrOI
of it, including the immediate superintendence of the medical
and surgical departments, eXCePt aS tO the treatment of pa-
tients. All the resident officers and/emPIoyees of the Hos-
pital sha11 be under his orders・ He shall appoint and may
discharge a superintendent of nurses, an engineer, a house-
keeper’and cther empIoyees. He sha11 define their duties,
and, Subject to the approval of the Advisory Committee, fix
the salaries and wages of all persons empIoyed by him. He
shall purchase’Or direct the purchase, Of fumiture・ ProVi-
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sions,皿edicines, Surgical instruments, and other supplies
and materials. He shall have charge of the medical and sur-
gical supplies狐d instr調ents required in the Hospital. He
shall have power’with the approval of the appropriate Advi-
sory com血ttee, tO make any ordinary repairs, tO an amOurlt
not exceeding five hundred dollars.
3. He shall collect all dues from patients, and shall remit
said dues to the Treasurer as often as once a mOnth・ He
shau keep an accoun七o王his receipts and expenditures・ which’
with v。u。h。rS, Sha11 be Presented for approval to the Auditing
committee monもhly, Or Oftener if required. At each quarterly
meeting of the Trustees he shall present a Statement Of a’ll
money received or disbursed by him in behalf of the Hospital
for the previous quarter, tOgether with a certificate that the
same has been examined狐d audited by the Auditing Com-
mittee. With the approval of the Auditing Committee he
sha11 draw upon the Treasurer for any funds that he may
4. He sha11 admit patients to the Hospital and assign
them to their several wards・ 、 He sha11・ With the approval of
the Advisory Committee・ decide the ra’te tO be charged for
board, Or, if any free beds be unoccupied’he may grant ad-
mission to them. He証a11 keep’Or CauSe tO be kept, a
record of the name, SeX, age, birthplace, reSidence) and dis-
ease of every applicant, and言f admitted, C‘f the date and
tems of admission, and the dates of all discharges, and also
the date of decease, in a11 cases; and this record, in a tabular
form, Shall be open to the inspection of any of the Trustees
and of the members of the Medical Board.
5. He shall repor吊o the attending physician or surgeon
the na皿es of all patients whose time has expired; and at
each quarterly meeting of the Trustees he sha11 1ay before
them a list of all patients who have been in the house over
three months. He sha,11 discharge patients, With the ap-
proval of the attending physician or surgeon.
6. He shall言n the absence of the visiting member§ Of
the Medical Board, decide upon the case of any admitted
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Patient suspected of being a鮎cted with any contagiou? dis-
ease, and at once remove such patient from any ward,紬d,
in his discretion, from the Hospital. Whenever, in his judg-
ment, Patients misbehave, Or Violate any rules, he may臆
remove or discharge them, rePOrting such cases without
delay to the Advisory Committee.
7. He shall report in writing to the Trustees, at eaCh of
their stated quarterly meetings, the condition of the Hospi-
tal in its several departments during the preceding quarter.
This report shall exhibit the number of applicants for a,dmis-
Sion, the sex and birthplace of the applicants, the nu皿ber
refused, the number of paying and of free patients admitted,
the nunber discharged and their condition, the number de-
ceased, and the number of free and paying patients respect-_
ively remaining in the Hospital. The report made by the
Superintendent to the Tmstees at the quarterly meeting in
January sha,調be for the previous year.
8. He shall make any rules and regulations that he may
think fit for the government of the empIoyees and patients,
and for the management of the Hospital, nOt inconsistent
with the By-Laws of the corporation or the Orders of the
Trustees.
9. He shall, uPOn the death of any patient, immediately
apprise his friends, Shall sign a certificate of death, and sha11
fumish the city registrar with a copy of the same. He
Shall also state the time and cause of death, a,nd the disposi-
tion made of the body, Whether delivered to friends or buried
紅o皿the Hospita,l, and in the last case sha11 mention the
Place of interment. He sha11 see that no autopsy is made
but with the consent of the family or friends of the deceased.
ARTICLE VI.
1. The Trustees sha,11, a‘t their Amua,1 Meeting, aPPOint
a Medical Board, tO COnSist of such physicians and s心rgeons
as the Trustees shau determine. The members shall hold
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0鰯ice for the term of one year and until their suc∞SSOrS are
appointed.
2. The physicians and surgeons composing the Medical
Board shall have full power and control over the medical and
Surgical treatment of all the patients in the Hospital. They
sha11 make such mles and regulations as they may deem
best, nOt inconsistent with the By-Laws of the Hospital or
the Rules and Orders of the Trustees. They shall fumish
theY secretary of the Hospital with a copy of the Rules a,nd
Regulations ma,de by them, and of any changes therein・
They sha11 make an annual report to the Trustees at the
quarterly meeting in January.
ARTICLE VII.
I
The Trustees at their Annual Meeting shall appoint an
Out-Patient Sta鮮for the dispensary or out-Patient depart-
ment, tO COnSist of such physicia,nS and surgeons as the
Trustees ma,y determine. These七hall have the same con-
troI over the medical and surgical t鳩a,tment Of outi)atients
that is exercised by the Medical Board over patients in the
Hospital. They shall ma,ke such rules and regula,tions as
they may deem best, nOt inconsistent with the By-Laws or
the Rules and Orders of the Hospital Trustees. They shall
fumish the Secretary of the Hospital with a copy of the
Rules and Regulations made by them and of any changes
therein. They sha11 make an Annua,1 Report to the Trus-
tees a,t the quarterly meeting of the Tms七ees in January.
This Article sha11 be in force When the property of the Hom-
ceopathic Medical Dispensary sha,11 ha,Ve been conveyed to
the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital as provided by
Chapter 137 of the Acts of 1898.
ARTICLE VIエI.
No physician or surgeon who owns, COnducts, Or is finan-
Cially interested in a private hospital, Shall be eligible as a
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member of the Medical Sta儲of the Hospital or Out-Patient
Department.
ARTICLE ,IX.
supERINTENDENT)s ASSISTANT.
1. The Trustees may, at their discre七ion, apPOint a physi-
cian as Assistant to the Superintendent, tO be nominated by
him for the approval of the Tmstees. Such Assistant sha11
1ive at the Hospital, and sha11 exercise such authority and
perform such duties as may be prescribed by the Superin-
tendeut. The sala,ry Pf the Assistant shall be fixed by the
Trustees.
ARTICLE X.
1. The Intemes shall be appointed by the Trustees upon
the nomination of the Medical Board. They shall reside at
the Hospital’and sha11 not absent themselves for more than
two hours at any time without the consent of the Superin-
tendent; and on no account shall all be absent from the
Hospital at the same time’unless it be in a就endance upon
medica=ectures in the adjoining college at such time as
their services may not be required in the Hospital.
2. They sha11 accompany the attending physician or sur-
geon respectively in their daily visits, make a careful record
o士the cases, the treat皿ent, and the prescribed diet’PrePare
the medicine as directed, and deliver the same, tOgether with
the necessary orders, tO the nur§eS, directly after the mom-
ing visit.
3. They shall have charge・ under the direction of the
Superintendent, Of the medical and surgical apparatus・ and
the library of the Hospital.
4. They shall attend七O Patients on their admission, and
shall, under the direction of the Superintenden七・ make a調ange-
ments for their comfort before they are seen by their regular
medical attendant; and, beside the moming visi七with the
attending physician or surgeon・ they §hall make a daily
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evening visit to each patient between the hours of 7創d 8
p.M., and at such other times as they/may be requested to
do so by the Superintendent or nurse. They sha,1l, When
directed by the Superintendent, See all persons who apply
for admission, either for themselves or their friends, and
sha11 see即visit the patient before admission to the Hospital・
5. The duties of the Intemes sha11 be as nearly equally
divided as may be expedien七Or PraCticable in the opinion Qf
the Superintendent.
ARTICLE XI.
RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE ADMISSION
1. Hospital ward rates a,re紅om $7 to $21 per week・
according to the size and location of the wards. Ra,teS for
private rooms are $15 and upwards per week’a,CCOrding to
the size and location of the rooms. Any room occupied by
more than one patient is a ward.
2. All patients on free beds or admitted a,S free patients,
a11 who pay reduced hospital rates, and all who pay n〇七
exceeding $7 a week a,re =house patients・’’ All who pay
more than $7 a week but less than $15 a, Week are a,1so “house
patients・・ unless they are the private patients of a member
of the Medical Board. House patients shall have gra血itous
medical, Surgical, Or Obstetrical trea,tment from the member
of the Medical Board on duty・ Applicants for free care and
treatment, Or for care and treatment at reduced rates, muSt
satisfy the Superintendent that they are unable to pay
Hospita? rates#
3. Patients who apply to the Hospital for care and trea,七一
ment at full rates of $15 a week and upwards sha11 be enti-
tled, if admitted, tO be at no expense for board and for the
services of a floor nurse for their reasonable needs・ Such
patients sha11, before entrance, armnge With the physician,
surgeon, Or Obstetrician on duty, for payment of rea,sonal)1e
professional fees, and this arrangement sha11 be in writing,
signed by the patien七and the physician, SurgeOn’Or Obstet-
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rician on duty, and shall be filed by the Superintendent; but
the Superintendent may, in his discretion’admit a patient
into any ward or room without such arrangement・ When he
is satisfied that such patient is unal)le to pay a professional
fee, and, in such case, the patient shall be treated as a ``house
Patient. ”
4. The private patient of any member of the Medical
Board entering the Hospital as such, and paying fu11 rates
above $7 a week, Sha11 have the professional attendance of
the member whose private patient he is, and such member
sha11 make arrangement with the patient for such reco皿-
pense for his professional services as may be mutua11y agreed
upon, tO be paid after the patient has paid the Hospital its
regular fu11 rate for board, nurSing, and extras.
Any member of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Medical
Society may, With the sanction of the Medica,l Board’Or the
consent of the attending physician, SurgeOn, Or Obstetrician
and the Superintendent, attend his private patient in the
Hospita‘1, under the provision of this rule; PrOVided that
such patient pays to the Hospital the full ra,te Per Week of
$15 or upwards, aCCOrding to accommodations.
5. No operation shall be undertaken in the Hospital by
other than a member of the Surgical Sta節, Or by one of the
specialists or obstetricians of the Medica,l Board・ in his spe-
cialty, eXCePt With the sanction of the Medical Boa,rd, Or the
consent of the surgeon on duty and the Superintendent.
6. Extra charges will be made, eXCePt for pa憾ents on free
beds, aS fo11ows:
(1.) For the board of each special nurse a charge of $1
for each day of twenty-four hours; it being understood that
the patient sha11 be responsible directly to the nurse for her
regular pay of $3 a day.
(2.) High-Priced game, fruit or d調gS, malt or alcoholic
liquors, and the various proprietary foods, emulsions, etC.・
when used by the bottle; also special apparatus made to
order.
(3.) Massage.
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(4.) Ambulance.
(5.) Surgical supplies. This charge will be a fee of $5 to
all paying patients who undergo surgical treatment, and is
meant to cover cost of materials in the amphitheatre and of
after dressings.
Patients will be examined at the Hospital in order to de-
temine the advisability of admi§Sion. The examination will
be made gra,tuitously by the examining physician or surgeon
during the regular hours of attendance, Which are usually
between ll A.M. and 12 M.
A11 out-Patients operated upon in the Hospital wi11 be
Charged a fee of $2 for care and attention; When occupying
a room, a fee of $4.
Accounts are rendered each Friday, and are either pre-
Sented to the patients, Or Sent by mail to friends as desired.
These accounts are for the week in adva,nCe’and payment
is so requested・ A pro-rata amOunt will be refunded to the
Patient if leaving before the expiration of the date of the bill
as paid.
General visiting days are Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays,
and Sundays’from 3 to 4 p.M. No patient will be amowed
to see more than one visitor during any visiting hour. While
more latitude can be allowed those in private rooms, it is
done a,S a favor, and mus七be kept within proper limit. Physi-
Cians wi11 therefore avoid tel血g their pa,tients,白You may see
Visitors whenever you want to・” as it is entirely within the
COntrOI of the Superintendent.
Patients are not allowed to see any one on the day of an
OPeration’nOr afterwards, until permission has been given
by the attending surgeon.
Relatives will not be received into the Hospital with the
Patients・ nOr will they be allowed to remain with them during
the night, eXCePt by the express directions of the attending
Physician or surgeon・ with the consent of the Superintendent.
A change in underwear, a Warm, loose wrapper, and soft
Slippers’for use in first sitting up, are all the special cIothing
required. So far as possible, the bringing of large pieces of
baggage is to be avoided.
Fruit・ flowers, and delicacies are usually allowed to pa-
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tieats, but must not be given without consulting the nurse
in charge, and should be sent in small quantities to avoid
wa,ste. Confections of all kinds, and articles of food, are
strictly prohibited, and must not be brought to the Hospital.
After the necessity for a,dmission to the Hospital has been
detemined, the financial arrangements must be made with
the Superintendent, Who will otherwise not be responsible
for any misunderstanding of the rates.
Free patients from places without this State wi11 not be
admitted if there is a waiting list of those belonging to this
State.
All money a,nd valuables belonging to patients must be
deposited in the safe at the Hospital’and a receipt will be
given therefor. Every reasonable precaution will be taken
to guard them safely.
ARTICLE XII.
GENERAL RULES FOR PAでIENTS.
1. Patients, On admission, Shall give security satisfactory
to the Superintendent for the payment of expenses in the
H ospital.
2. In cases of accident or emergency, Patients shall be
admitted without delay, and provided for as well as circum-
stances will permit.
3. Persons su債ering from contagious disease, SyPhilis'
deliriun tremens, OPiun habit, Or insanity, Shall not be
admitted.
4. No patient chall be a11owed to remain longer than three
months, eXCePt by the consent of the Superintendent.
5. Whenever a patient is removed or discharged from the
Hospital without the consent of the attending physician or
surgeon, the Superintendent sha11 cause a statement of the
circumstances of such removal or discharge to be entered on
the record of the Hospital.
6. Patients must be in their proper places in the wards
during the daily medical and surgical visits between ll A.鴬・
and 12 u.・ and always by 8 p思・ unless specially exempted
by the Superintendent.
7. Patients shall not visit other wards without the consent
Of the Superintendent.
8. Those free patien七s who are able are expected to assist
in n鵬ing a,nd in other such services as may rea,SOnably be
required of them.
9. No patient shall purchase, Or CauSe any member of the
household to purchase for him, any article of food or any
Other article without the consent of the Superintendent.
10. Profane or obscene language, nOISy Or loud talking
amd incivi耽y are prohibited.
11. The use of toba,CCO, wine, and intoxicating liquors is
Prohibited, unless prescribed by the attending physician or
12. Patients may be visited by clergymen of their own
Selection, a,nd the wish for the perfomance of any particular
religious rite shall be indulged when practicable.
13. The rules of the Hospital must be implicity obeyed
by the patients・ Should any patient wilfully or persistently
disregard these rules, the friends will be notified to take
hin away, Or, fafling to do so’he w遭1 be discharged・
14. Complaints may be made to the Superintendent, and,
When reasonable・ Shall be obviated or reported by him to
the Tmstees.
ARTICLE XIII.
The Standing Orders are subject to alteration, amend置
ment, Or repeal at the pleasure of the Trustees; but they
Sha11 not be altered, amended, rePealed or suspended at a
meeting at which less than fifteen members are present, unless
notice has been given in the call forthe meeting that changes
in the Standing Orders will be proposed.
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Me皿bers of血e Corporation.
*Aldrich, Mrs. T. B.
Aldrich, Talbot
Allen, Mrs. F. R.
欝藍豊beth P.
Baker, Miss Gertrude
Batcheller, Mrs. A. H.
篭豊音読謹言h H.
*書誌轟呈罵.
恕撞譜.邑.
Chase, C. G.
畿聾土光悪言
8禁a誓認諾l計
Co工bum, Erastus T.
Collamore, Miss Helen
*Converse, Mrs. C. C.
態韓‡
Doliber, Mrs. Thomas
Estabrook, Arthur F.
Farwel宣, Mrs. A. G.
Fenno, Mrs. Isaac
春琵葦嘉豊子
馨欝許
欝鵜w
Howard, F. A.
Huse, Mrs. Caroline E.
轟竃誌.
藷謡龍薯bel息F・
王譜輩‡富。n。。宣。孤
露盤…誌
*Mason, Edward H.
McClu章e, C. F.
McClu戴, Mrs. C. F.
Merrill, William B.
Miller, Frederick A.
Miller, Miss Louise
Morse, Mrs. William L.
結盟,擢・。. H.
諜謹謹言:藍言霊t
Paine, Dr. N. Emmons
轍韓寵d
琵軽電曹
Richardson, S. W.
Richardson, Thomas F.
蓋載盤
Shaw, Mrs. Deborah
Sortwell, AIvin F.
Steams, Miss Ellen
Steams, R. H.
‡浩癌講亨A.。Ⅹand。.
*離謹話
Watson, Charles H.
*Webster, Andrew G.
Weld, Miss Hannah M.
奪瀧蕊詳藷e認証1t。重
Wesselhoe請, Dr. W. P.
謂護鵠謹’s.
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Deceased Members of the Corpora航on.
会誌も豊富㌔. c.
Allen, Mrs. E, B.
A重vord, Mrs. A. G.
Andrews, Frank W.
Atkins, Elisha
Ballou, R. A,
富請笠箪重ge
Batcheller, A. H.
護憲ぎB
B章ow孤, Simon
欝欝詳
認諾記評語W・
C重a創孤, Wi班a皿
続落富s. E。wa.d
Converse, Elisha S.
Converse, Mrs. E. S.
Covell, Robert S.
盤審議ど・
欝轟轟豊
De Ciersdor債, E. B.
富…諾盤∴
Ditson, Mrs. Oliver
Dix, Mrs. Ouve章
Dove, Mrs. G. W.
霊詳総譜諾・
撥轟
Fa章we嘉1, A. G.
議書葦蓋B・
Flanders, Df. M. J.
Flint, David B.
圏圏圏
Gambel重. W. P.
欝艶w
讃轟音y
Hubbard, Mr§. N. D.
Hubbe11, Mr§. Peter
醗∴.
Kemard, Mrs. W. H.
翻弄saa。
藷盤‡ ¥
諾琵琶豊繋r
鱒韓aし
Nevins, Mrs. David
O’Brien, Grace A.
欝龍三
藷龍宮
Reed, G. F. T.
Reed, Mrs. Rebecea, T.
Rice, Alexander H.
Rich, Isaac
圏園
芸議;籠章g。 R.
冨慧蕊雷管も.
Shaw, Francis G.
欝豊
富認器憲治E.
Strong, Alexander
冨議’落語’
T瓢bot, N柳七〇n
龍課豊霊融競e
慈竃藷罷‡●
議欝’
‡謹言評語常後詰・
Webster, David L. L
We§Selhoeft, Dr. Conrad
藩憩。
諾譲晋phia
Woodvine, Dr. D. G.
罵謹青よH・
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Roxbury Homceopathic AId Association・
O富農重cERS　すOR 1907.
P重esident.
MRS. SIDNEY M. HEDGES.
Vice轟をe穏den館.
MRS. J. F. OsGOOD.　　　　　MRS. SAMUEI‘ H. CAI‘DERWOOD・
重富製聴聞はc章.
M重SS E. A. HuNNE蘭AN.
Secreta重y.
MRS. W重I,LIAM O. CuRT重S.
TWENTY_SECOND ANNUAL REPORT.
THE DIRECTORS Of the Homceopathic Aid Association have
nothing new to report. The good work of aiding poor patients
to be cared for at the Hospital is our principal work.
The Association has assisted the Roxbury Homceopa.thic
Dispensary to make some necessa,ry rePairs on thed buildings ;
also to purchase some fumishings・
We have paid to the Hospital $114.25 for care of patients,
having sent seven this year, a,1l of whom speak in the highest
tems of the care they have ieceived.
As usual, We aPPeal to all the friends of the Association to
make renewed e癒orts to enlarge its membership, aS it has been
greatly depleted by deaths and removals・
For the Associa,tion.
MARY J. CuRTIS言充c肋any.
Homceopathic Aid Associations.
The increa,Sed interest in the work of the Hospital has led
to the formation, in d描erent places, Of associations for the
Pu呼OSe Of aiding七his Hospital, aS Well as other homceopathic
institutions. No七Only by the amual membership fees, but
by special e岱orts, SuCh as subscriptions, COnCertS, 1ectures,
Private theatricals, fairs, 6o債ee parties, etC., Su缶cient sums
have been raised to support one or more beds in the Hospital.
Similar associations in any town containing any considerable
nrmber of persons friendly to homceopathy, Or tO this Hospital ,
WOuld be of great service. The following Constitution has
been adopted by those already formed :
CO NSTITUTIO N.
NA鵬E.
ARTICLE I. This Association shall be ca11ed the --Homceo・
Pathic Aid Association.
OBJEC7.
態讃離
霊詰露語赫怒認諾…詫霊諸島柴藷
to the T重eas調重e重.
OFFICERS.
ART. 4. The o範cers臆Shall be a President, tWO Vice-Presidents, a
襲護譲議馨護驚
B章○○量l血e.
M重SS HAR京IET A. CuMMINGS, Pγe〆denらKennard Road.
M重SS EI,IZABBTH E. MuNROE, rγcの鋤γeγ,重98 Aspinwall Avenue.
MRS. M▲U剛CE W. TuRNBR, Sec7悌aケツ,重27 Harvard Street.
重o重
Ⅲethod雷Of A燐isting the劇血ssachusetts Homceoprthic
Hospital.
ANY PerSOn Can aid the Hospital by contributing in either
of the following ways:
1. Donations of money in any amount and at any time,
as it is always needed; also of fmit, flowers, Vegetables’PrO-
visions, books, OmamentS, Clothing・ bandages, Old linen, and
whatever is necessary or useful for the sick.
2. Annual sutscriptions, tO be paid at any time during
the year, and conti調ed at the will of the donor.
3. One hundred dollars for member血ip.
4. One hundred and節ty dollars annually for a free bed,
to be used six months in the year.
5. One thousand dollars for a free bed,七O be used three
months each year during the donor,s life.
6. Twenty〇五ve hundred dollars for a free bed・ tO be used
all the time, if desired, during the donor’s life.
_　7. Five thousand dollars for a, Permanent free bed・ Which
may be kept always ocoupied by the donor.
8. Any sum of money given or conected for free beds・ for
which a certificate is issued which entitles the holder to a
free bed within one year, tO the full amount of the cer舶cate
at the established Hospital rates・ By this method・ almost
any person may secure the control of a free bed・
Fo重m of Bequest.
G重VE and bequeath to the Massachusetts Homceo-
pathic Hospital, tO be paid by my executors to the person
acting as Treasurer, the sun `Pf do11ars・
to be applied to the charitable uses and purposes of said
Hospital under the direction of its Board of Officers.
O癒cers of Sumy Bank Home, 1906.
ne梯d●n章.
C櫨ARLES R. CoDMAN.
Ⅵ○○ P富e詮d摩回ts.
JoHN C. HAYNES・
SpBNCER W. RICIIARDSON.
GEORGE H. LEONÅRD.
Ez叉A H. BAKER.
EvERETT W. BuRDETT.
B. PRESTON CLARK.
HENRY B. DAY.
MARQUIS F. DICKINSON.
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK.
J. LIVINGSTON GRANDIN.
SÅMUEL P. MANDELI,.
D鼠.
偶調恩tee8.
EDWARD H. MASON.
N. EMMONS PAINB, M.D.
WILLIAM: TAGGARD PIPER.
W. H. WHITTEMORE.
HENRY BIGELOW WILLIAMS.
MRS. THOMAS BAILEY ALDR重CH.
MRS. FRANCIS R. ALLEN.
MISS HELEN CoI,LAMORE.
AI,MENA J. FI,INT.
富重eas調重e重.
CHARLES H. WATSON, 15 State Street, Boston.
Cle重な.
B. PRESTON CI,ARK, 55 Kilby Street, Boston・
A廿dito重s.
SpENCER W. RICHARDSON.
Jo鼠N H. KENDA調・
重o3
S調調y BanなHo皿e・　　　　　-与
I HEREWITH Submit a report of Sunny Bank Home for the
yea,r ending Dec. 31, 1906:
MOVEMENT OF POPULATION.
Number of patients remaining Dec. 31, 1905
N調ber of patients admitted during 1906
Totalnumbertreatedin1906 . . . . ‥
Numberdischargedduring 1906. ・ . ・ ・
NumberremainingDec. 31, 1906 . . . .
Nunber of days’board fumished patients
Daily averagenumberof patients. . . .
Dailypercapitacost . . .
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
尺ece勿比
Boa章d　… . . …　…　… .
S櫨孤d壷es　…　…　‥ . … . .
Medicalandsurgicalsupplies　. . ・ .
Farm account　. …　…　… ,
E:やe側線のγeS.
P重ovisions . . … . . .
Fuelandlight. . . ・ ・ ・ ・
Iceandwater　. . . . . .
Medical and surgical supplies
瓦epairs　… . ・ . ・ ・ ・
Stationery and printing . .
Salaries　. . . . . . . . .
F慣暮nis龍皿gs . . . . ・ ・ ・
田xpe皿se: ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ /・ ・ ・
しa調dry… . . . . . ・
$759.38　　　　$880.90
163.90　　　　　27,52
.45 　　　　　.80
143.99　　　　156.33
$l,067.72　　$1 ,065. 55
$935.77　　　簿800.69
270.30　　　　　339.41
104.93　　　　　49.60
4l.32　　　　　22.67
133.72　　　　139.25
2.78　　　　　　1.77
…  .　1,379.80　　l,442.48
63.00　　　　　　6.00
431.19　　　　　539.94
88.00　　　　　96.73
$3,450.81　　$3,238.54
Respectfully submitted ,
W蘭. 0. MANN, S似羅悌細のあ成.
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三蟻蕃轟
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ADMISSION OF∴PATIENTS.
A皿applications for admission to血e Hospital, Whether for
free or for paying patientsI Should be made to the Superin-
tendentタWho wnl ascertain並the case is suitable, and if so
win餌mish an ad皿ission paper toぬe applicant. Application
can be made at the Hosp王tal at any hour.
The arrarigements for free patients) and also for roo皿S’
attendance) temSJ etC.) for paying patients, muSt be皿ade
wiぬthe Superintendent before admission・
EMERGENCY CÅSES.
cases of accident or of extreme e皿ergenCy,血e patient
on coming to the Hospital wi11 be admitted without delay,
and provided for as well as circumstances will permit・ It葛is’
however, better, if possible, tO nOt埠y the Supe血tendent
beforchandl that s概table arrangements皿ay be made.
ⅣURSES.
The address of any of the graduntes of也e随ssachusetts
Homceopa批c Hospital請aining School for mIfSes may be
obtained at the Directory of Nurses1 9 Haviland Street) Boston.
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